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Abstract

Contracts are a popular mechanism for enhancing the interface of components.

In the world of first-order functions, programmers embrace contracts because they

write them in a familiar language and easily understand themas a pair of a pre-

condition and a post-condition. In a higher-order world, contracts offer the same

expressiveness to programmers but their meaning subtly differs from the familiar

first-order notion. For instance, it is unclear what the behavior of dependent con-

tracts for higher-order functions or of contracts for mutable data should be. As

a consequence, it is difficult to design monitoring systems for such higher-order

worlds.

In response to this problem, this dissertation investigates complete monitors, a

formal framework for deciding if a contract system is correct. The intuition behind

the framework is that a correct contract system should:

• mediate the exchange of values between contracted components

• and blame correctly in case of contract violations.

The framework reveals flaws in the semantics for dependent contracts from the

literature and suggests a natural fix. In addition, this dissertation demonstrates the

usefulness of the framework for language design with a language with contracts for

mutable data and a language that mixes typed and untyped imperative programs.

The final contribution is the provably correct design of a novel form of contracts,

dubbed options contracts, that mix contract checking with random and probabilistic

checking.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Modern software development is a highly distributed and collaborative effort. Pro-

grammers write self-standing components to perform basic tasks and others com-

pose components to construct large and complicated systems. As early as 1970 [49],

it had become clear that the modularization of software is the only way forward for

programmers to keep up with the needs of our world for more andmore software

products. In fact, software engineers claim that the power of components is so

strong that it will lead to a full-blown market of components[64]. During the last

decade, the first steps of this vision have become already reality with the emergence

of service-oriented programming.

From modules to web services, the notion of a component is loose and it can be

materialized in many different ways. No matter what form a component takes, how-

ever, it always has an interface, a description of the service it provides to its clients

and the restrictions that it imposes [64]. Just like components, interfaces also take

many forms with the most popular one being that of types, syntactic descriptions

of the structure of the inputs and outputs of a component.

Even though types can express important properties of the values that compo-

nents exchange, it is often necessary to go beyond their reach to achieve a strong

enough interface. For instance, consider a component that provides an encryption

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

function for strings. A type system can express that the result is a string, but for a

sensitive client of the component a deeper correctness guarantee may be necessary,

namely that the result can be only decrypted using a secret key. The absence of a

system that allows the programmer to state and check the property may result in an

incorrectly encrypted string to move from one component to another under the as-

sumption that it is correct. If at some point one component receives the “encrypted”

string and realizes that it is flawed, the detection of the source of the error, which

goes back to the encryption component, requires the re-construction of the path of

the string and may involve dozens of components.

Adding such interfaces such strong guarantees to interfaces naturally leads to

the notion of behavioral software contracts. Eiffel [47] injected them to mainstream

programming as predicates on the results and outputs of components. Programmers

use plain predicates to express behavioral requirements and if one predicate of the

contracts fails, they know how to interpret the failure: if it is a failure of a predicate

on an argument, they blame the client component; in contrast, if it is a failure of

a predicate on a result, they blame the provider component. For our encryption

example, a programmer would state the correctness propertyas a predicate on the

result and the contract system would check it immediately when the encryption

function delivered its result. Thus the error would be detected fast and accurately.

In sum, contracts for such first-order scenarios are easy andintuitive.

Modern software is not only component-based but also higher-order. Objects

and closures are the norm in all cutting-edge programming languages and naturally

programmers would like to have contracts that can express properties of those val-

ues, too. Unlike flat values such as strings, higher-order values challenge the design

of contract systems. First, they require a rethinking of contract checking. Validat-

ing whether a function meets a contract is incomputable in general and thus breaks

the simple checking strategy for the first-order world. Second, the blame story is
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more involved than in the first-order case. Functions and objects as first-class val-

ues imply that a component may rununknowncode. Thus the exact meaning of the

service and the client of a component is not as simple as in thefirst-order world

where all the dependencies between components are known in advance.

In response, Findler and Felleisen [32] suggest a semanticsfor checking and

assigning blame for contracts for higher-order functions.Their idea, though, is

open to discussion about the meaning and correctness of higher-order contracts [6,

33]. Moreover, attempts to transfer the result of Findler and Felleisen to different

language features often face difficulties concerning design decisions and correct-

ness [37, 39]. Finally, even if programmers understand the intuitive idea behind

Findler-Felleisen contract checking and blame assignment, they no have clear-cut

evidence of the guarantees that languages with contracts offer.

Based on this history, I consider it necessary to develop a semantic framework

for evaluating the effectiveness of contract checking and the accuracy of blame as-

signment. This framework should incorporate the intuitionof the programmer that

a contract system offers effective protection to components with contracts Further-

more in case of contract violations, the contract system should blame the source of

the violation.

This dissertation develops a theoretical foundation for higher-order be-

havioral contracts, and it shows how to use this foundation to evaluate

existing systems and design new ones.

This dissertation consists of seven chapters:

• the following chapter is a short history of contracts and thechallenges posed

by higher-order contracts,

• chapter 3 presents a formal framework for proving a contractsystem blame

correct [24],
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• chapter 4 shows how to strengthen the framework of the chapter 3 to prove

that a contract system not only blames correctly but also protects components

effectively, a property dubbed complete monitoring [26],

• chapter 5 attests to the applicability of compete monitors in language design

with a series of examples [26],

• chapter 6 demonstrates the scalability of our theory via thedesign of option

contracts, a novel contract system that combines contract checking and prob-

abilistic and random checking [25],

• finally, chapters 7 and 8 complete this dissertation with a discussion of related

work and concluding remarks.



CHAPTER 2

A Short History of Contracts

2.1 The Origins of Contracts

Eiffel [47] is the first language to offer built-in support for behavioral contracts.

When programmers define a class in Eiffel, they can specify pre-conditions and

post-conditions on a per method basis along with class invariants.

We can transfer the ideas of Eiffel to a functional world withcontracts for first-

order functions. For instance, figure 2.1 presents an extract of an interface for a

high-school math library’ssqrt function and its contract in Racket [35].

#lang racket

(provide
(contract-out
[sqrt
;; for some small real ε
(->d ([input (and/c positive? real?)])

(result (<= (abs (- (∗ input input) result)) ε)))]))

(define (sqrt input) ...)

Figure 2.1: A first-order function contract

5



6 CHAPTER 2. A SHORT HISTORY OF CONTRACTS

Like in Eiffel, a contract is a pair of assertions: a pre-condition on the flat input

of sqrt and a post-condition on itsresult. The contract is a dependent one in

the sense that it makes theinput value available in the post-condition. As a result,

the contract specifies thesqrt function in a rather precise fashion.1 In Racket, we

use the contract combinator->d to construct a dependent function contract2 and

contract-out to attach a contract to an identifier before exporting it froma

module.

As the example shows, programmers use intuitive contract combinators, such as

and/c and->d, to compose contracts from ordinary predicates, such aspositive?

andreal?. The combinators borrow notation from type systems and thusthey are

familiar to the programmer.3 The predicates are written in the same language as

ordinary programs and hence their meaning is transparent for a programmer. This

last feature of contracts also allows programmers to easilyscale the precision of

contracts.

Despite the complexity of the properties that contracts candescribe, the pro-

grammer has an intuitive understanding of what the contractsystem offers, in a

first-order world. The creator and the clients of a componentcan easily extract the

component’s obligations from a contract. For instance, forthesqrt example, the

obligations and benefits of the math library and its clients are:

library’s obligation client’s obligation

library’s benefit pre-condition

client’s benefit post-condition

Based on the above information the programmer can safely assume that the

contract system enforces the benefits the contract promises. Conversely, if a com-
1Eiffel’ contracts for methods are also dependent, arguments are visible in the post-condition

by default.
2Non-dependent function contracts use the contract combinator ->.
3In Eiffel the situation is similar. Contracts are part of theclass definition and their pieces are

indicated with self-explanatory tags.
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ponent does not behave as promised, the contract system has amethod for tracking

the violation back to specific code.

As far as the contract system itself is concerned, contract checking is simple;

the two predicates are checked immediately, the pre-condition at the entrance point

and the post-condition at the exit point of the function. In addition, it is trivial to

decide which component is to blame in case one of the predicates fails. The client

is always responsible for failures of a pre-condition and the provider component is

always responsible for failures of a post-condition.

2.2 From First-Order to Higher-Order Contracts

The simplicity of the world of first-order contracts is one ofthe reasons contracts

have become popular among programmers [27, 36, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 53, 58,

59]. However, Eiffel, Racket and most of the modern programming languages

come with higher-order features such as closures and objects. It is only natural

for programmers to ask for contracts that can protect higher-order features. For

instance, figure 2.2 shows a contract that a programmer wishes to write for a higher-

order derivative operatord/dx. The code fragment specifies a function that maps

a real-valued functionf in the interval(0,1) and a real numberε to a real-valued

functionfp on the same interval. A quick look at the contract reveals that the pre-

condition and post-condition are function contracts. FromRice’s theorem [56], we

know that this check is not computable as it is for contracts on first-order functions.

Thus the simple first-order approach to contract checking breaks.

Nevertheless, Eiffel does manage to support contracts for its higher-order fea-

tures to some extent through its nominal contract system, a contract system where

each contract is distinct and identifiable through a unique name.4 Unlike Eiffel,

4Eiffel achieves this by associating contracts with its nominal classes.
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(provide
(contract-out
[d/dx
(-> ([f (-> 0<real<1? 0<real<1?)]

[ε real?])
(fp (-> 0<real<1? real?)))]))

Figure 2.2: A higher-order function contract

Racket does not have a nominal contract system but, for the sake of the presenta-

tion, we use Racket notation to show how Eiffel suggests to handle contracts for

higher-order functions. Figure 2.3 shows what the contractfrom figure 2.2 would

look like in a nominal world. In this setting, attaching a contract to a value results in

tagging the value as satisfying the contract. In essence, the component that attaches

a contract to a value guarantees that the value meets the contract. Functions that

carry a contract consume only values tagged with the contract of their pre-condition

and have to return a value tagged with the contract of their post-condition. If the

first requirement doesn’t hold the client is blamed. In case the function breaks the

second requirement, the contract system blames the component that provides the

function under the contract. For instance, in our example one could applyd/dx to

foo without a contract violation. In contrast an application ofd/dx to bar would

lead to a contract error pinpointing the calling context.

Our example already hints at problem that a nominal contractsystem poses for

higher-order programming. A function that has a contract can only accept argu-

ments that are protected by the function’s precondition. Thus programmers have to

work hard to make sure that values are tagged with the appropriate contract. As a

consequence, programs get quickly polluted with contract annotations. One could

argue that the contract system should tag values with contracts automatically and

relieve the programmer from the pain. However, in a languagewith first-class func-

tions like Racket, a context can call unknown objects. Hence,blaming the context
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(define 0<real<1?/0<real<1? (-> 0<real<1? 0<real<1?))

(define 0<real<1/real? (-> 0<real<1? real?))

(provide
(contract-out
[d/dx
(-> ([f 0<real?<1?/0<real?<1? ]

[ε real?])
(fp 0<real?<1?/real? ))]

[sigmoid 0<real<1?/0<real<1?]
[scale 0<real<1?/real?]))

Figure 2.3: A nominal higher-order contract

for misusing a function implies blaming a component that is unaware of its con-

tractual obligation. Thus, unless there is an explicit mechanism for components

to declare their contractual responsibilities and expectations, blame does not carry

useful information.

Eiffel’s tight integration of contracts into classes creates another problem. For

an object to be useful in multiple contexts, it has to be able to carry different con-

tracts in different contexts. Since an object inherits the contracts of its class, the

requirement implies that programmers define different subclasses for each context

and make sure that each method expects objects of the appropriate sub-class. Con-

sider a class with a method with the0<real<1?/0<real<1? contract. If we want

to pass an object of this class to a method that expects an object with a method with

the0<real<1?/real? contract, we need to create a sub-class of the original class

with the latter contract on the method. In more complicated scenarios that involve

more version of the same method, the amount of additions and rewriting in the

class hierarchy increases dramatically. In sum, while class subtyping reduces some

of the contract annotation overhead, the tight relation between class definitions and

contracts leads to code duplication. Hence, even an Eiffel-style nominal contract
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system is not the right solution for monitoring the behaviorof higher-order features.

Instead, Findler and Felleisen [32] propose a structural approach. Their contract

system does not attempt to check contracts on functions immediately. Rather, it

decomposes such contracts, wraps arguments and results with the pre-condition

and post-conditions respectively and thus delays contractchecking for functions

until contracts are decomposed to predicates for flat values. The following diagram

depicts the proposal of Findler and Felleisen as applied to our derivexample:

������

�

��������� 	 
� 	 ���������

�

������

��

����������	�
��	������

�����	

��

When the client component uses the deriv function, the contract system intervenes

and instead of passing the argument to thed/dx function directly, it creates a wrap-

per proxy value for the argument using the contract’s pre-condition. This proxy

ensures that the argument receives and returns the kind of real numbers specified

in the contract. The contract system uses the post-condition of the contract to treat

similarly the result ofd/dx.

As for blame, the contract system associates to each contract two identifiers, one

for the component that attaches the contract to a function and one for the compo-

nent that imports the function. In our example these names areserver andclient,

respectively. The first identifier indicates the component responsible for the pre-

condition and the second one the component responsible for the post-condition. If

these two sub-contracts are predicates for flat values and the corresponding checks

fail the contract system blames the responsible party. If they are function contracts,

the contract system switches the roles of the two identifierswhen it creates the
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proxy for the argument. Intuitively this accounts for the fact that the client compo-

nent is responsible for the result of the argument while the the provider component

is the one that is going to use the argument and is responsiblefor these uses. Our

diagram demonstrates the responsible parties for the contract ofd/dx and its sub-

contracts with shapes; each contract has the same shape as the component that is

responsible for it.

In sum, the Findler-Felleisen system delays contract checking for higher-order

functions until a flat value witness is available to check a flat predicate. At the

same time, the system maintains and manages meta-information to associate each

contract failure to a responsible component to blame. Despite the intuitive nature

of the process, the behavior of the contract system is not simple and calls for a

rigorous description.

2.3 CPCF: A Language with Contracts

The purpose of this section is to gives a formal description of the Findler-Felleisen

system. The starting point of our formal presentation is CPCF,a contract-equipped

variant of Plotkin’s PCF. PCF is a programming language derived from the simply-

typedλ-calculus [55]:

Types τ = o | τ→ τ

o = N | B

BaseValues b = ... | −1 | 0 | 1 | ... | tt | ff

Values v = b | λx:τ.e

Terms e = x | v | e+e | e−e | e∧e | e∨e | zero?(e)

| if e e e| µx : τ.e | e e
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We assume a simple5 type system for the language. Figure 2.4 shows the corre-

sponding rules. Types do not play a significant role for the rest of the development,

and we omit them entirely unless needed for disambiguation.As usual, programs

are closed terms.

n ∈ {...,−1,0,1, ...}

G ⊢ n : N G ⊢ tt : B G ⊢ ff : B

G ⊢ e1 : N G ⊢ e2 : N

G ⊢ e1+e2 : N

G ⊢ e1 : N G ⊢ e2 : N

G ⊢ e1−e2 : N

G ⊢ e1 : B G ⊢ e2 : B

G ⊢ e1∧e2 : B

G ⊢ e1 : B G ⊢ e2 : B

G ⊢ e1∨e2 : B

G ⊎{x : τa} ⊢ e : τ f

G ⊢ λx:τa.e : τa→ τ f

G ⊎{x : τ} ⊢ e : τ
G ⊢ µx:τ.e : τ

G ⊢ e : N

G ⊢ zero?(e) : B

G ⊢ e : B G ⊢ e1 : τ G ⊢ e2 : τ
G ⊢ if e e1 e2 : τ

Figure 2.4: PCF: typing rules

Next we equip the language with a call-by-value semantics. While anyformal-

ization of the semantics should work, we rely on reduction semantics [30, 54]. An

evaluation contextE is a context with the hole in a leftmost-outermost position:

Ev. Ctxt . E = [ ] | E+e | v+E | E−e | v−E | E∧e | E∨e

| zero?(E) | if E e e | E e | v E

Figure 2.5 shows the reduction rules for PCF. The notions of reduction generate

the compatible closure with evaluation contexts, which is the standard reduction

relation of the call-by-value PCF calculus.

5We conjecture that type polymorphism and type inference areentirely orthogonal to our goal.
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E[· · · ] 7−→ E[· · · ]

n1+n2 . n wheren1+n2 = n
n1−n2 . n wheren1−n2 = n
zero?(0) . tt

zero?(n) . ff if n 6= 0
v1∧v2 . v wherev1∧v2 = v
v1∨v2 . v wherev1∨v2 = v
if tt e1 e2 . e1

if ff e1 e2 . e2

λx.e v . {v/x}e
µx.e . {µx.e/x}e

Figure 2.5: PCF: reduction semantics

Adding contracts to PCF requires extensions to the language of types and terms:

Types τ = ... | con(τ)

Contracts κ = flat(e) | κ 7→ κ | κ d7→(λx : τ.κ)

Terms e = ... | monl ,l
l (κ,e) | errorl

l | check
l
l (e,v)

Labels l ∈ L

The result is CPCF, PCF with contracts.

CPCF comes with three kinds of contracts: flat contracts,flat(e), that specify

an assertion via a predicatee; function contractsκ1 7→ κ2, which compose a pre-

condition contract,κ1, for the argument of a function with a post-condition,κ2, for

its result; and dependent function contracts,κ1
d7→(λx : τ.κ2), that are like function

contracts except they make the argument visible inside the post-conditionκ2 to

allow the expression of properties of that relate the resultto the argument of a

function. The language integrates contracts and terms witha contract monitor form:

mon
l ,k
j (κ,e). Its purpose is to observe the values that flow frome, dubbed theserver,

to its context, dubbed theclient, and back and to make sure they satisfy contract

κ. The labels on the statement uniquely identify the three components related to
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G ⊢ errork
j : τ

G ⊢ e : B G ⊢ e0 : τ
G ⊢ checkk

j(e,e0) : τ
G ⊢ κ : con(τ) G ⊢ e : τ

G ⊢ monk,l
j (κ,e) : τ

G ⊢ e : o→ B

G ⊢ flat(e) : con(o)

G ⊢ κ1 : con(τ1) G ⊢ κ2 : con(τ2)

G ⊢ κ1 7→ κ2 : con(τ1→ τ2)

G ⊢ κ1 : con(τ1) G ⊎{x : τ1} ⊢ κ2 : con(τ2)

G ⊢ κ1
d7→(λx : τ1.κ2) : con(τ1→ τ2)

Figure 2.6: CPCF: typing rules

the monitor: k for the server,l for the client andj for the contract.6 In case of

a contract violation, the contract system uses the labels toissue an error report,

errork
j . The formcheckk

l (e v,v) implements the application of the predicatee

from a flat contractflat(e) to a valuev. The last two constructs are not available

at source code but appear only in intermediate terms during evaluation.7

Figure 2.6 shows the typing rules for this language extension. Errors are avail-

able at all types. A monitoring term demands that the first position is a contract for

a certain type and that the second term is a term at that type. Apredicate check

has the same type as its second argument if its first argument is a boolean term.

Next, a flat contract is just a predicate on base types. In contrast, the two versions

of function contracts combine two existing contracts to a contract for a function,

restricting both its domain and range types. A program is a term of ground type.

Our syntax ensures that contracts show up inmon
k,l
j (κ,e) terms only. Intuitively,

this term enforces the contractκ between the servere and its client component.

For flat, first-order values, this just means checking that the value ofe has the

6In an implementation, the server labelis the name of the module that provides a contract-
protected function, the client labelis the name of the module that imports the function, and the
contract labelis the name of the module that provides the contract.

7Enforcing this restriction is straightforward, either with a separation of the syntax in source
and intermediate syntax, or with a type-system judgment that excludes programs that contain errors
and checks from valid source programs.
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desired property. For functions, it requires checking the arguments to the function

and its result. Finally, for higher-order functional values, the monitoring requires

additional checks on the use of functions as arguments. If this monitoring process

discovers that a predicate from an embedded flat contract does not hold, it raises

the exceptionerrork
j to denote that componentk violates contractj.

Our formal semantics adapts the system of Findler and Felleisen [32] to the

syntax of CPCF. We start with some additional evaluation contexts:

Ev. Ctxt . E = . . . | monl ,l
l (κ,E) | checkl

l (E,v)

and the reduction rules for monitors:

E[· · · ] 7−→ E[· · · ]

mon
k,l
j (flat(e),v) · checkk

j(e v,v)

mon
k,l
j (κ1 7→ κ2,v) · λx.monk,l

j (κ2,v mon
l ,k
j (κ1,x))

mon
k,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v) · λx.monk,l
j (κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x))

The three reductions use monitors and labels to enforce contracts and report con-

tract violations:

1. A flat contract applies the given predicate to the given value using a predicate

check. The check comes with two labels for contract error reporting in case

the predicate fails. The partyk receives blame for violating contractj.

2. A contract for a functionv rewrites into a function that checks the domain

contract for the parameter of this function and the range contract for the result

of applyingv to it.

3. A dependent contract for a function works like a functional contract, but it

substitutes the argument forv also into the range contract.
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As above, these notions of reduction generate the compatible closure with eval-

uation contexts, which in turn represents the standard reduction relation of the

CPCF calculus. In addition, we need these three rules:

E[checkk
j(tt,v)] 7−→ E[v]

E[checkk
j(ff,v)] 7−→ E[errork

j ]

E[errork
j ] 7−→ errork

j

That is, acheck reduces to its second argument if the predicate succeeds while it

reduces to a contract error if the predicate fails. Finally,if an error shows up in the

hole of an evaluation context, the program stops.

From here we get a semantics, i.e., a function mapping programs to answers:

Answers a = v | errork
j .

We say that a program converges (e⇓ a) iff e7−→∗a; if the answer does not matter,

we write (e⇓). Conversely, a program diverges (e⇑) iff for all e′, there existse′′

such that whene7−→∗e′, e′ 7−→e′′.

2.4 Why (Not) This Contract Error?

As the semantics of CPCF reveals, monitoring higher-order contracts requires a

gradual disintegration a higher-order contract to obtain the predicate portions of the

contract. In effect, this process delays contract checkinguntil computation creates

a witness value of base type that can validate or invalidate one of the flat pieces of a

higher-order contract. Thus a contract predicate can fail many computational steps

away from the application of a term to the contract to which the predicate belongs,

making the relation between the contract, the predicate andthe term obscure.

Consequently, it is not always obvious why the contract system signals a con-

tract violation or why it blames a particular party. For instance the following exam-
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ple, loosely adapted from Blume and McAllester [6],8 shows that that higher-order

contract monitoring may yield unexpected results:

SerM κ CliM

λ f .if zero?( f 1) f f κ0 [ ] λy.y 2

whereκ0 = (flat(O?) 7→ flat(O?)) 7→ (Any 7→ Any)

andO? checks if a number is odd andAny is flat(λx.tt)

In this example, the client contextCliM hosts in its hole the server termSerM. The

two components are brought together via a monitor expression featuring contract

κ0. Many programmers would expect that since the server does not explicitly abuse

its argument and promises only that its result is a function,the server cannot be held

responsible for much. But, as the client receives the result of the server and applies

it to 2, the monitoring system recognizes a contract failureand raises an exception

blaming the server. As far as the the monitoring system is concerned, it must ensure

that the identity function that flows from the client to the server is always applied

to odd numbers. Even though the server hands this function back to the client as

part of the result, it remains responsible for the function’s domain. In other words,

the server lets its argument flow unprotected into the context and therefore takes

the blame for failing to keep its promise to its client that itwill always apply its

argument to odd numbers.

Similarly, Xu and Peyton Jones [72, p. 2] describe a situation with two contract

violations where the monitor discovers only one:

8The differences between the original example and the one given here are due to the statically
typed nature of our language. More precisely Blume and McAllester [6] use an untypedAnypred-
icate that accepts any value as the post-condition contractof the server instead of theAny 7→ Any
function contract. We follow the analysis of Findler and Blume [31] who show that, in this setting,
the most interesting interpretation ofAny is Any 7→ Any.
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SerM κ CliM

λ f .( f 1)−1 (Any 7→ flat(PZ?)) 7→ flat(PZ?) [ ] λx.x−1

wherePZ? checks that a number is≥ 0

First, they agree with the monitoring semantics in that thisexample should signal

an error blaming the server for producing−1, even though its contract promises

numbers that are greater or equal to 0. Second, they claim a violation on the client

side, namely, that the functionλx.x−1 does not map arbitrary integers to positive

ones or zero.

Here is a modification of the same example without the distracting server-side

violation:

SerM κ CliM

λ f .( f 1)+1 (Any 7→ flat(PZ?)) 7→ flat(PZ?) [ ] λx.x−1

Xu and Peyton Jones [72] insist that the client violates the contract when it hands

the server a function that returns the value−1 when given the value 0. They justify

their claim with an explicit reference to the Sage contract checking approach [42,

38]. The CPCF monitoring semantics, however, reduces this program to 1 and does

not signal a violation.

The above examples illustrate that the mere description of higher-order contract

checking as part of the reduction semantics of a language with contracts, such as

CPCF, is not sufficient to illuminate the workings of the contract system. The pro-

gramming language designer, though, needs a robust argument for the behavior of

the contract system in order to provide to the programmer a convincing explana-

tion for blame assignment. Otherwise, the blame messages ofthe language may

mislead the programmer who searches for a bug fix. For example, a programmer

unaware of the meaning of contracts when encountering our first example might

first be surprised by the contract error and then be unable to realize that the right

fix is to strengthen the post-condition ofκ0. Thus, it is critical for the designer to
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have available precise criteria that determine when blame assignment is correct and

a method for checking these criteria for a specific contract systems.

2.4.1 The First Models for Contracts and Why They Fail

The programming languages community immediately recognized the need for a

different model of contracts. This alternative model wouldseparate the meaning

of contracts from the contracts decomposition and the labelbookkeeping of the

reduction semantics of Findler and Felleisen.

Blume and McAllester [6] were the first to suggest such a model.They give the

meaning of a contractκas the set of values that satisfy the contract,JκK. In more

details,

1. if κ = flat(e), JκK = {v | e v⇓ tt or e v 6⇓},

2. if κ = κ1 7→ κ2, JκK = {v | ∀ va such thatva ∈ Jκ1K, v va ∈ Jκ2K},

3. if κ = κ1
d7→(λx.κ2), JκK = {v | ∀ va such thatva ∈ Jκ1K, v va ∈ J{v/x}κ2K}.

They show that their quotient definition of the meaning of contracts is sound

and complete with respect to a so-called implied semantics of contracts [6, p. 3]:

A serverv satisfies a contractκ iff for all clients C[ ] and labels server

such that server does not occur inC[ ],C[monserver,client
contract (κ,v)] 6⇓ errorserver

contract.

Their model helps explain the behavior of our first example; the identity func-

tion does not satisfyκ0, (flat(O?) 7→ flat(O?)) 7→ (Any 7→ Any). As a counter-

example, consider an argument function

f = mon
k,l
j (flat(O?) 7→ flat(O?),λx.3).

This function clearly satisfies the pre-condition ofκ0, flat(O?) 7→ flat(O?). It

does not, however, satisfy the post-conditionAny 7→ Any; even arguments violate
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contract j. Thus the identity function fails to be a member of the meaning of κ0

and the contract system correctly detects it and raises an error blaming the identity

function.

Unfortunately, the quotient model is too stringent to predict the behavior of the

contract system in the third example. In fact the model claims that the contract

system should detect a contract violation. The reason for this discrepancy lies in

the implied semantics of contracts. The definition sketchesan intractable contract

checking mechanism as it requires that no contract error is raised for any client

C[ ]. In contrast, the actual contract system only considers a particular client, the

given context of the server in the program that the language compiler or interpreter

evaluates.

To reconcile these two contradicting views on contract checking, Findler et

al [33] suggest an alternative model based on projections. Scott [60] defines pro-

jectionspk as functions on a Scott domainPω that have two properties:

• pk
j = pk

j ◦ pk
j ,

• pk
j ⊑ 1.

In this setting, they interpret each contract as a pair of error projections, a pair of

projections where the second property has been replaced bypk
j ⊑ errork

j . This

property implies that a contract does not change the behavior of a value except by

possibly raising contract errors.

Intuitively the meaning of each contract is a pair of filter functions: the first

discards any arguments that violate the responsibilities of the server and it raises a

contract error blaming the server if it is provided with sucha value, while the second

does the same for the client’s responsibilities. From that it is straightforward to

extract the meaning of contract monitors: ifpk
j andpl

j are the two error projections
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that correspond to contractκ andJvK is the denotation ofv in the domainPω, then

the meaning ofmonk,l
j (κ,v) is the function compositionpk

j ◦ pl
j ◦ JvK.

This model successfully explains the behavior of all our examples. In addition,

Findler and Blume [31] show that it can serve as the basis for anefficient imple-

mentation of Findler-Felleisen contract checking. Finally, the ordering properties

of projections enable the construction of an ordering for contracts. The ordering of

contracts sheds light on the meaning of theAnycontract, the contract that all values

satisfy. Findler and Blume argue that there are two possible interpretations for this

contract: the top of the ordering or the bottom. In the first case,Any is the contract

that always succeeds, while in the second it is the contract that always blames the

client. The latter interpretation coincides with the one Blume and McAllester as-

sign toAny. However Blume and Findler claim that the first interpretation is more

useful for pragmatic reasons.

Despite its success, the model of Findler et al. comes with a serious short-

coming. Dependent function contracts are not projections and there is no syntactic

restriction that can render them such. Informally, the post-condition of a depen-

dent function contract has access to the argument of the function f that the contract

protects. If the argument is also a function, call its, then the post-condition can

explore parts ofs that f does not touch, as in the following example which uses

functions to encode streams in CPCF:

SerM κ CliM

λs.fst s κ0 [ ] λi.i+1

whereκ0 = (Any 7→ Any) d7→(λs.flat(λr.PZ?(fst s)∧PZ?(fst (rst s))))

andfst is λs.s0 andrst is λs.λi.s(i+1)

The server of the example consumes a stream and looks at its first element, while

the client provides to the server a stream where the value of each element is the

position of the element plus 1. The contract between the two parties checks that the
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stream contains positive numbers and that the result of the server is a stream where

the first and the second elements are positive. A quick look atthe example reveals

that the contract explores more elements of the argument stream than the server.

Thus, the composition of the contract and the server accesses a larger portion of

the argument than the server alone. Hence, dependent contracts violate the second

property of projections and change the behavior of the valuethey protect beyond

raising contract errors.

2.4.2 A Different Semantics for Dependent Contracts

An important side-effect of the early quest for a model for higher-order contracts is

that in order to cope with dependent contract in their proofs, Blume and McAllester

suggest a new reduction semantics for dependent contracts:

E[monk,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v)]

7−→E[λx.monk,l
j ({monl ,k

j (κ1,x)/x}κ2,v mon
l ,k
j (κ1,x))]

The newpicky rule differs to the originallax rule in that thepickyrule installs

the argument in the post-condition with a monitor for the pre-condition. The server

label for the latter monitor is the client label of the dependent function contract and

client one the server label of the monitor for dependent function contract. The fol-

lowing variant of the example of the preceding sub-section illustrates the difference

in contract checking when using thepickyrule instead of thelax one:

SerM κ CliM

λs.fst s κ0 [ ] λi.i−1

whereκ0 = (flat(PZ?) 7→ flat(PZ?)) d7→(λs.flat(λr.PZ?(fst (rst s)+2)))

The example consists of a server that consumes a stream and looks at its first ele-

ment and a client that passes the server a stream where the value of each element is
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the position of the element minus 1. The contract that regulates the communication

of the two parties requires that the stream argument of the server maps positive

numbers to positive numbers and that the result of the serveris a stream where the

second element incremented by 2 is positive.

Under thelax semantics, the example returns 1. The server observes only the

first element of the stream that is positive and the contract system does not see

any violation. The post-condition does visit the second element of the stream that

is not positive. Since the stream is not protected by any contracts in the post-

condition, no contract error is signaled. In contrast, under the pickysemantics, the

example produces a contract error blaming the server exactly because of the post-

condition accessing the non-positive second element of thestream. The server is

held responsible for this violation since the monitor that guards the stream in the

post-condition hasSerMas its client label.

Greenberg et al. [37], who also coined the termslax andpicky, prove thatpicky

raises more contract errors thanlax. Nevertheless, they do not show whether these

errors correspond to actual contract violations or whetherthey blame the right party.

For instance, it is unclear whySerM receives blame for the post-condition that

breaks the contract of the stream in our example. The lack of aformal criterion for

the correctness of blame prohibits to definitely accept or reject the contract error.

In fact, in the absence of a provable argument againstlax, one could argue that it is

reasonable to consider that contracts are trusted code and contract monitoring is not

necessary when evaluating contract code. Thuslax may be preferable topickysince

it avoids the extra and possibly costly checks and does not assign blame in unclear

corner cases like in our example. Until a formal descriptionof the necessary and

required properties of a contract system is available, decisions about the correctness

of a contract system cannot be based anything more than intuition and speculation.

The remaining chapters of this dissertation fill these gaps.





CHAPTER 3

Correct Blame9

3.1 Why Do You Blame Me?

The preceding chapter enlightens the steep contrast between contracts in the first-

order world and contracts in the higher-order world. On one hand, programmers

can easily specify read, write, and interpret first-order contracts. On the other hand,

Findler and Felleisen [32]’s introduction of contracts forhigher-order features,

which is pragmatically necessary in the world of modern programming, raises puz-

zling, yet practically interesting questions. The effortsto create models for higher-

order contracts not only failed to give a definitive answer tothe question of the

meaning of contracts but in addition gave birth to doubts about the correctness of

the contract checking mechanism of Findler and Felleisen.

One particular issue concerns dependent higher-order function contracts. Such

contracts come with two distinct semantics in the literature: lax andpicky.

To make this discussion concrete, consider the dependent function contract in

figure 3.1. This Racket fragment enhances the example from figure 2.2 in sec-

tion 2.1 with a dependent post-condition. The post-condition adds that for some

numbern of numbersx, the slope off at x is within δ of the value offp at x. A

9This chapter reports work in collaboration with Findler, Flanagan and Felleisen [24].

25
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;; for some natural number n and real δ
(->d ([f (-> 0<real<1? 0<real<1?)]

[ε real?])
(fp (-> 0<real<1? real?))
#:post-cond
(for/and ([i (in-range 0 n)])
(define x (random-number))
(define slope
(/ (- (f (- x ε)) (f (+ x ε)))

(∗ 2 ε)))
(<= (abs (- slope (fp x))) δ)))

Figure 3.1: A higher-order, dependent contract

picky interpretation enforces thatf andfp are applied to real numbers and produce

such numbers during the evaluation of the post-condition; alax interpretation does

not check these specifications. Consequently, thepickysystem may raise a contract

error that thelax system would not produce. However, it remains unclear if thead-

ditional contract errors are due to contract violations andif they blame the correct

party. For instance consider the scenario whererandom returns a complex num-

ber, a possible result in Racket. In this case the#:post-cond code applies both

functions to arguments that break their pre-conditions. While lax does not detect

this violation,pickyblames thed/dx module for the violation off’s pre-condition

and the client module for the violation offp’s contract. A closer look shows that

pickyuses a consistent strategy to determine blame but ignores the provenance of

the faulty value. In practice, this means that the programmer should look for a bug

in one of the latter two modules, the one that receives blame,while the actual bug

resides in#:post-cond. In contrast, thelax semantics avoids enforcing the con-

tracts in#:post-cond and does not assign blame in this case, but the program

may produce questionable results.

In this chapter, we develop a unified semantic framework thatcompares the two

possible interpretations based on the reduction semanticsfor CPCF with dependent
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contracts. We enrich the framework with the necessary information to track code

ownership and contract obligations, two novel technical notions. This enriched

framework is used to formalize the following correctness criterion for blame as-

signment: a contract system should blame a party only ifthe party controls the flow

or return of values into the particular contract check that fails. We can prove that

the lax interpretation satisfies this criterion whilepickyfails to live up to it.

In sum, our work takes a different view on assessing the correctness of higher-

order contract checking. Instead of developing a model for contracts and comparing

it with the results of contract checking, we develop an intuitive semantic criterion

for an essential property of a contract system, namely correct blame assignment,

and we use it to review and compare existing contract system.

3.2 CPCF with Ownership and Obligations

While the preceding section illuminates the problems of thepickyandlax contract

systems and the difficulty of comparing and deciding the correctness of contract

systems in general, it also suggests a new way of thinking about contract viola-

tions. The first major insight is that thepickysystem may blame either the server

module or the client module when, in fact, the contract itself is flawed. That is,

the guilty module is the one that defines the contract, which may be the server, the

client, or an independent third party. From here, it is obvious to inspect what a

contract monitoring system would do if contracts were a partof the server or a part

of the client. Doing so produces the second major insight, namely, that none of

these alternatives agrees with thepickysemantics. Thepickysystem decides blame

assignment based on a pre-determined notion of contractualobligations for each

party but ignores the origin of the value that breaks the contract.

Putting the two insights together suggests that we need an instrumented seman-
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tics that (1) for each party, tracks its contract obligations and (2) for each value

accounts for its origin. Once a semantics provides this additional information, we

can check whether a contract system ever blames a party for violating an obliga-

tion even if the party has no control over the value’s flow intothe contract. In this

section, we equip CPCF’s semantics with ownership and obligation information,

which is maintained across reductions. This way we build, ontop of the reduction

semantics of CPCF, a system to reason about the responsibilities of the contract

parties and the migration and provenance of values that is independent to the label

bookkeeping of the monitoring reduction. In the next section, we use this infor-

mation to state a contract correctness property and to measure how the various

monitoring systems fare with respect to this property.

3.2.1 Ownership . . .

To model an ownership relationship between parties and code, we extend CPCF

with a new construct that relates terms and values to parties:

Terms e = . . . | ‖e‖l

Values v = . . . | ‖v‖l

During reductions, terms and values come with a stack of owners, reflecting trans-

fers from one party to another. The notations‖e‖
→
ln and‖e‖

←
ln are short-hands for

such stacks, abbreviating‖ . . .‖e‖l1 . . .‖ln and‖ . . .‖e‖ln . . .‖l1, respectively. Own-

ershipl for an expression means its result is attributed tol . In turn, a value with

an ownershipl originates from componentl or is affected by a traversal through

componentl . In this setting,‖ . . .‖v‖l1 . . .‖ln denotes thatv was originally owned

by l1 but then ownership ofv was transferred tol2, etc, and eventually toln.
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3.2.2 . . . and Obligations

CPCF contracts consist of trees with flat contracts at the leaves. Exploiting the

analogy with function types, Findler and Felleisen [32] implicitly decompose these

trees into obligations for servers (positive positions) and clients (negative posi-

tions). Their semantics tracks this connection via labels;errors use labels to pin-

point contract violators.

Dimoulas and Felleisen [22] use this idea for a static decomposition of con-

tracts into server and client obligations. They define two functions from contracts

to contracts that tease out the respective obligations. Theone for teasing out server

obligations replaces flat contracts in negative positions with ⊤= flat(λx.tt) and

then reconstructs the overall contract; analogously, the decomposition map for teas-

ing out client obligations replaces flat contracts in positive positions with⊤. For

instance, consider the following example:

Π0 = mon
k,lo
∗ (κ,λ f . f λx.x) λg.g 42

whereκ = ((P? 7→ P?) d7→(λ f .flat(λx. f 0>−1))) 7→ P?

P?= flat(λx.x> 0)

The example yields these decompositions:

((P? 7→ P?) d7→(λ f .flat(λx. f 0>−1))) 7→ P?

server ((⊤ 7→ P?) d7→(λ f .⊤)) 7→ P?

client ((P? 7→ ⊤) d7→(λ f .flat(λx. f 0>−1))) 7→ ⊤

Decomposition implies that each flat contract imposes obligations on a specific

component, i.e., party to a contract. We modify the syntax ofcontracts to statically

associate flat contracts and owners:

Contracts κ ::= ⌊flat(‖e‖l )⌋l̄ | κ 7→ κ | κ d7→(λx.κ)
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In contrast with ownership, obligations come as sets of labels l̄ , not vectors. After

all, there is no need to order obligations or to change them during an evaluation.

Of course, a static attribute about a dynamic obligation calls for a way to determine

whether such annotations are well-formed.

3.2.3 Well-formed Ownership and Obligations

Only some annotations make sense for a source program. Both ownership and con-

tract monitors specify boundaries and, at the source level,these boundaries should

coincide. We therefore introduce a well-formedness judgment to enforce these con-

ditions for source programs. Before doing so, we present the simple typing rules

for the two new constructs:

G ⊢ e : o→ B

G ⊢ ⌊flat(e)⌋l̄ : con(o)

G ⊢ e : τ
G ⊢ ‖e‖l : τ

Concerning ownership annotations, a CPCF source program may contain those

at only two places: in contract monitors and in flat contracts. Since contract moni-

tors establish a boundary between the client component and the server component,

we demand an ownership annotation on the server component and that a match

of these annotation with the positive label of the monitor. Conversely, the context

of such an expression must belong to the client. Finally, flatcontracts must come

with ownership labels consistent with the surrounding monitor because they are

turned into plain code during the evaluation, and the semantics must track where

they originated from.

We express this constraint with the well-formedness relation Γ; l  e, which

says thatl “owns” e. Equivalently,l is the owner for the context ofe. We equip

the well-formedness relation with an environment that records the label of bound

variables. With the environment, it becomes possible to check that free variables in
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Γ; l  e

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1 e2

Γ⊎{x : l}; l  e

Γ; l  λx.e

Γ\{x};e l

Γ; l  µx.e

Γ; l  e1

Γ; l  zero?(e1)

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2 Γ; l  e3

Γ; l  if e1 e2 e3

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1+e2

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1−e2

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1∧e2

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1∨e2

Γ; l  n Γ; l  tt Γ; l  ff

Γ(x) = l

Γ; l  x

Γ;k e Γ;{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ k 6= l

Γ; l  mon
k,l
j (κ,‖e‖k)

Figure 3.2: Ownership coincides with contract monitors

k̄; l̄ ; j;Γ ⊲ κ

Γ; l̄ ; k̄; j ⊲ κ1 Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ2

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ1 7→ κ2

Γ; l̄ ; k̄∪{ j}; j ⊲ κ1 Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ2

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ1
d7→(λx.κ2)

Γ; j  e

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ ⌊flat(‖e‖ j)⌋k̄

Figure 3.3: Obligations coincide with labels on monitors
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terms have the same owner as their context. A closed expressione is a well-formed

program if∅; lo  ewherelo is the label reserved for the owner of the program.

Figure 3.2 defines the well-formedness judgment. For terms that do not involve

monitors and contracts, the definition proceeds with structural recursion, and base

values and variables are well-formed under the owner of the construct that binds

them. The actual key rule is the one for contract monitor, which we present sepa-

rately. According to our informal description, a well-formed contract monitor is a

boundary between a client and a server, implying this shape for the judgment:

Γ; l  mon
k,l
j (κ,‖e‖k)

It says that ifl owns the context andk is the blame label for the server, then the

blame label for the client should bel and the wrapped expressione should come

with an ownership annotation that connects it tok. Next, e must be well-formed

with respect to its ownerk, because it may contain additional contract monitors.

But even with this antecedent, the well-formedness judgmentis incomplete. After

all, the contractκ that governs the flow of values between the server and the client

contains code and this code must be inspected. Furthermore,we must ensure that

all flat contracts withinκ are obligations of the appropriate parties including the

contract monitor itself, which is represented by the contract label j. We assign to

the contract a separate third label so that we can identify iteither with the server or

the client or a third party without loss of generality. Finally, we require thatk andl

are distinct so that the monitor corresponds to a proper component boundary.

Putting everything together, we get this well-formedness rule for contract mon-

itors in source programs:

Γ;k e Γ;{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ

Γ; l  mon
k,l
j (κ,‖e‖k)

It relies on a secondary well-formedness judgment for contracts, to which we turn

next.
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Roughly speaking,Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ says that contractκ is well-formed for sets of

positive and negative obligation labels̄k and l̄ , respectively, and the ownerj of

the contract monitor that attaches the contract to a boundary. As the definition

in figure 3.3 shows, the two sets are swapped for the antecedents of higher-order

(dependent) contracts. For the negative positions in the precondition of dependent

contract labelj is added to indicate that these are also obligations of the owner of

the contract monitor. For flat contracts the positive obligation labels must coincide

with the obligation labels of the contract.

Note that the well-formedness of flat contracts also enforces an ownership an-

notation. Specifically, the owner of the context—which, by assumption, is a con-

tract monitoring construct labeled withj—is also the owner of the predicate in

the flat contract. The antecedent of the rule recursively uses the well-formedness

judgments for ownership to ensure thate itself is well-formed.

3.2.4 Ownership and Obligations Semantics

The final change to the CPCF model concerns the reduction semantics. Specifi-

cally, we change the reduction relations so that each reduction step keeps track of

ownership rights and obligations. While ownership and obligations do not affect

the semantics per se, the information is critical for characterizing the behavior of

contract monitoring systems, as we show in the next section.

Our first step is to equip the grammar of evaluation contexts with a parameter

that accounts for the owner of the hole. In the parameterizedgrammar,El , of fig-

ure 3.4 the parameterl points to the ownership or contract annotation that is closest

to the hole of the context. Both contract monitors and ownership annotations indi-

cate component boundaries and thus we consider them positions where ownership

changes. Predicate checks are also component boundaries. Their first argument

embeds in a component a predicate that is part of a contract. Since the contract
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may belong to a different component, checks also indicate ownership transition

and we treat them like monitors and ownership annotations.

E.Contexts El = F l

Elo = F
F l = F l e | v Fl | F l +e | v+F l

| F l −e | v−F l | F l ∧e | v∧F l

| F l ∨e | v∨F l | zero?(F l )

| if F l e e | monl ,k
j (κ,F)

| mon
l ′,k
j (κ,F l ) | ‖F‖l | ‖F l‖l

′

| checkl
j(F,e) | check

l
j(F

l ′ ,e)
F = [ ] | F e | v F | F +e | v+F

| F−e | v−F | F∧e | v∧F
| F∨e | v∨F | zero?(F)

| if F e e

Figure 3.4: Parameterized evaluation contexts

Evaluation contexts are labeled with the labello—the label reserved for the

whole program—if they do not contain an ownership or contract constructs on the

path from the hole to the root:Elo.

From now on, all reduction relations assume labeled evaluation contexts. This

implies that newly created values are always assigned an owner. For the reduc-

tion relations concerning primitive operators, conditionals and predicate checks,

the changes are straightforward and summarized in the top part of figure 3.5. For

the rules concerning monitors with flat and plain higher-order contracts and their

blame assignments, specified in the lower part of the same figure, we also know that

they do not need to manipulate any ownership annotations. These reduction rules

remain unchanged, modulo the labeled evaluation contexts.The obligation annota-

tion on flat contracts is ignored. For details, see the bottompart of figure 3.5. We

add one last simple rule separately:

El [errork
j ] 7−→merrork

j
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Since the act of signaling errors erases the surrounding evaluation context, the for-

mat of this rule doesn’t fit the table. Note that the context onthe right is[ ]lo andl

may not equallo.

El [· · · ] 7−→m El [· · · ]

‖n1‖
→
k +‖n2‖

→
l · n wheren1+n2 = n

‖n1‖
→
k −‖n2‖

→
l · n wheren1−n2 = n

zero?(‖0‖
→
l ) · tt

zero?(‖n‖
→
k ) · ff if n 6= 0

‖v1‖
→
k ∧‖v2‖

→
l · v wherev1∧v2 = v

‖v1‖
→
k ∨‖v2‖

→
l · v wherev1∨v2 = v

if ‖tt‖
→
l e1e2 · e1

if ‖ff‖
→
l e1e2 · e2

checkk
j(tt,v) · v

checkk
j(ff,v) · errork

j

mon
k,l
j (κ1 7→ κ2,v) · λx.monk,l

j (κ2,v mon
l ,k
j (κ1,x))

mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
,v) . checkk

j((e v),v)

Figure 3.5: Ownership and obligation propagation

A βv reduction typically demands several re-alignments with respect to owner-

ship. To start with, the function and the argument may belongto different parties.

Furthermore, the context brings together the operand and operator, and the seman-

tics should keep track of this responsibility. Together, the two observations suggest

the following relation:

El [‖λx.e‖
→
ln v] 7−→m El [‖{‖v‖l

←
ln/x}e‖

→
ln ]

The relation says that after tagging the value with the ownership labell of the

context, the value moves under the ownership annotations ofthe function. The

result is a value whose innermost owner isl and whose outermost owner isl1 of
→

ln:

‖v‖l
←
ln
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The properly annotated value is then substituted into the body e of the function for

its parameterx. The result itself is owned by the same owner as the function.

Put differently, it is best to view function application as aform of communica-

tion between two components: the function and its context. The context picks the

argument, declares itself its owner, and then passes it to the function. The function

accepts the argument, adjusts its ownership, and integrates the result into its body.

Recursion is treated as a special form of function application:

El [µx.e] 7−→m El [{‖µx.e‖l/x}e]

The owner of the contextl and user of the recursive function declares itself owner

of µx.ebefore substituting it in the body of the recursive function.

All the complexity of tracking ownership is due to dependentfunction contracts.

Consider the simplest variant,lax:

E[monk,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v)] 7−→l (lax)

E[λy.monk,l
j ({y/x}κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,y))]

For emphasis, this version of the reduction rule usesy as the parameter of the proxy

function on the right hand side. The use ofy as parameter demands that we also

replace all occurrences ofx in κ2 with y so that when the proxy function is applied,

the actual argument is substituted into the dependent rangecontract; without the

substitution, the reduction would create free variables.10

Rewriting thelax rule in this way reveals that it encodes a masked function

application. The problem is that, as discussed above, a function application must

add the label of the responsible owner at the bottom of the stack, and this label is not

available here. Instead, it is found at the flat leafs of the contract, which—according

to the static semantics of the preceding subsection—must come with an ownership

10The valuev is unaffected by this change of parameters, because we assume the usual hygiene
condition [3] for meta-variables.
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annotation. The solution is to introduce the substitution function{e/cx}κ, which

copies the ownership label from flat contracts to the substituted term.

With this substitution function in place, it is easy to specify the two variants for

the reduction of dependent functional contracts:

El [· · · ] . . . El [· · · ]

mon
k,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v) 7−→l

λx.monk,l
j ({x/cx}κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x)) (lax)

mon
k,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v) 7−→p

λx.monk,l
j ({monl ,k

j (κ1,x)/cx}κ2,v mon
l ,k
j (κ1,x)) (picky)

We conclude this section with the definition of the auxiliarysubstitution func-

tion:
{e/cx}⌊flat(‖e′‖l

′
)⌋l̄ = ⌊flat({‖e‖l

′
/x}‖e′‖l

′
)⌋l̄

{e/cx}(κ1 7→ κ2) = {e/cx}κ1 7→ {e/cx}κ2

{e/cx}(κ1
d7→(λx.κ2)) = {e/cx}κ1

d7→(λx.κ2)

{e/cx}(κ1
d7→(λy.κ2)) = {e/cx}κ1

d7→(λy.{e/cx}κ2)

wherex 6= y

The definition is total. The redefinition of the contract syntax enforces that flat

contracts always have the annotations expected by the domain of the substitution

function. This also guarantees that the reduction relations 7−→m are well-defined.

3.3 Defining and Proving Correct Blame

Using ownership and obligation annotations, we can formulate what it means for

a contract system to correctly blame a violator. After all, the tracking of owner-

ship and obligations is entirely independent of the contract checking, and it is thus

appropriate to use tracking as an independent specificationof contract monitoring.

Informally, the contract system should blame a party only ifit contributes a

value that breaks one of the party’s obligations. Put differently, values originating
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from one of the parties of the contract should be checked onlyagainst flat pieces

of the contract for which the party is responsible. Now we canphrase this property

in terms of ownership and obligations: when the evaluation reaches a redex that

checks a flat contract on a value, then the owner of the value must be the same as

the positive party of the monitor and in addition the positive party is included in the

obligations of the contract.

Definition 3.3.1(Blame Correctness). A contract system m isblame correctiff for

all terms e0 such that∅; lo  e0, if

e0 7−→
∗
mE†[monk,†

† (⌊flat(e1)⌋
l̄ ,v)],

then v is of the form‖v1‖
k and k∈ l̄. The identity of the† labels is irrelevant.

The definition says that when the reduction of a well-formed program reaches

a state in which it checks a flat contract, then the server (positive) label of the

monitor and the ownership label on the value must coincide and, furthermore, the

set of obligations for the flat contract must contain this label. Conversely, if these

obligations are not met, the monitor may blamek for a contract failure even though

the party had no control over the flow ofv into this monitor.

We can prove that thelax system is blame correct, whilepicky isn’t. The proof

of the positive theorem directly follows from a subject reduction theorem for own-

ership annotations. This latter theorem requires a complexproof, which is the

subject of the second subsection. The third subsection explains how to prove the

two main theorems. To start with, however, we clarify that ownership annotations

and obligations are orthogonal to the underlying semantics.

3.3.1 It is all about Information Propagation

The addition of ownership and obligation annotations does not affect the behav-

ior of any programs. Our revised semantics simply propagates this information
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so that it can be used to characterize execution states. In order to formulate this

statement, we use the symbol
cpc f

7−→∗m for the transitive-reflexive reduction relations

of section 2.3 and
anno

7−→∗m for the relations of section 3.2.

Proposition 3.3.2.The following statements hold for m∈ {l , p}.

1. Let e be a well-formed CPCF program:Γ; lo  e. Letē be the plain CPCF

expression that is like e without annotations. If e
anno

7−→∗me′, thenē
cpc f

7−→∗mē′.

2. Letē be a plain CPCF program. There exists some labeled CPCF program e

such thatΓ; lo  e. Furthermore, if̄e
cpc f

7−→∗mē′, then e
anno

7−→∗me′.

Proof. By a straightforward bi-simulation argument for the two relations.

3.3.2 Subject Reduction

While Γ; l  e specifies when source programs are well-formed, the reduction se-

mantics creates many expressions that do not satisfy these narrow constraints. For

example, a well-formed program contains only monitor termsof the restricted

form mon
k,l
j (κ,‖e0‖

k). A reduction sequence may contain programs with differ-

ently shaped monitors, however. In particular due to the reductions of higher-order

contracts, the monitored expressions may be applications,mon
k,l
j (κ,‖e0‖

k er), or

variables,monk,l
j (κ,x). Fortunately, such deviations are only temporary. In the case

of the application the argumenter is always well-formed underl and, when it is

absorbed by‖e0‖
k, the monitor expression is once again well-formed. In the case

of the free variable, we can show thatx is always replaced with a value of the form

‖v0‖
k, which conforms to the standard form.

In addition, reductions may propagate ownership annotations in positions other

than in monitors. This calls for a set of rules that handle ownership annotations in

arbitrary positions. Finally, the set of intermediate terms is larger than the one for

source terms. Hence, extra rules for errors and predicate checks are required.
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To formulate a subject reduction theorem, we must generalize both the judg-

ment for well-formed programs,Γ; l  e, and the one for well-formed contracts,

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Γ; l  e

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1 e2

Γ; l  e1

Γ; l  zero?(e1) Γ; l  errork

Γ; j  e Γ; l  v

Γ; l  checkk
j(e,v)

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2 Γ; l  e3

Γ; l  if e1 e2 e3

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1+e2

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1−e2

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1∧e2

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1∨e2

Γ; l  n Γ; l  tt Γ; l  ff

Γ(x) = l

Γ; l  x

Γ;k e

Γ; l  ‖e‖k
Γ;k � e Γ;{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ

Γ; l  mon
k,l
j (κ,e)

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ

Γ; l̄ ; k̄; j ⊲ κ1 Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ2

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ1 7→ κ2

Γ; l̄ ; k̄∪{ j}; j ⊲ κ1 Γ⊎{x : j}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ2

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ1
d7→(λx.κ2)

Γ; j  e k̄⊆ k̄′

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ ⌊flat(‖e‖ j)⌋k̄
′

Figure 3.6: Obligations coincide with labels on monitors (2)
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The first step is to add a rule for checking expressions that already have an

owner:

Γ;k e

Γ; l  ‖e‖k

As mentioned, while these terms show up only within monitorsin source programs,

they flow into many positions during evaluations. Using thisnew rule, we can check

these cases, too. Intuitively, this rule says that a “foreign” term can show up in any

“host” context as long as it has an explicit ownership annotation that marks its

owner.

Second, we add rules for errors and predicate checks. The rule for errors is

straightforward as errors are well-formed under any owner.The rule for predicate

checks, though, is complex. It requires that the owner of thefirst argument of the

construct,e1, is the contract label of the check construct,j, while the owner of the

second argument,e2, is the owner of the contextl :

Γ; j  e Γ; l  v

Γ; l  checkk
j(e,v)

All other rules—except those concerning monitors— remain the same. For

details, see figure 3.6.

The rule for monitors requires a small change to check monitored intermediate

terms. Here is the key rule:

Γ;k � e Γ;{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ

Γ; l  mon
k,l
j (κ,e)

To check whether the wrapped expression is well-formed, it delegates to the auxil-

iary relationΓ;k � e. The contract is checked as before, though, with an environ-

ment.

With Γ;k � e, we can check the ordinary ownership terms but also applications

and variables as introduced during reductions. For function applications, the label
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serves as ownership label for the operator and the operand, similar to the standard

application rule:

Γ;k e1 Γ;k e2

Γ;k � ‖e1‖
k e2

For free variables, the environment serves as the source of the ownership label:

Γ(x) = k

Γ;k� x

After all, the variable in this position is going to be replaced by a value via a func-

tion application, and the substitution is going to use a value with the specified label.

Finally, for a guarded term with an ownership annotation, itsuffices to check if it

is well-formed with respect to the specified owner. The rule allows for expressions

with the appropriate ownership annotation to show up monitors and thus subsumes

the condition for well-formed monitors in source code:

Γ;k e

Γ;k � ‖e‖k

Finally, the rules for well-formed contracts do not change except the one for flat

contracts:

Γ; j  e k̄⊆ k̄′

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ ⌊flat(‖e‖ j)⌋k̄
′

In particular, the new rule relaxes the condition on the obligation labelsk̄′ of

the flat contract. Thēk′ set is a static conservative approximation of dynamically

computed obligation annotations̄k. In the original rule the two sets coincide but

as computation proceeds and the dynamic information becomes more accurate, the

statically predicted responsible partiesk̄ can be a superset of the dynamically pre-

dicted ones,̄k′.

Note here that a well-formed program in the sense of the preceding section is a

well-formed program in the sense of revised judgment, too. After all, the revised

judgment is an extension of the initial one.
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Now we are ready to prove our central lemma. A program that is well-formed

according toΓ; l  e reduces to well-formed programs. This statement holds for a

contract system using thelax reduction.

Lemma 3.3.3.Let e be a program such that∅; lo  e. If e7−→l e0, then∅; lo  e0;

Proof. We proceed by case analysis on the reduction ofe:

• El [‖n1‖
→
k +‖n2‖

→
l ] 7−→l El [n]. By assumption∅; lo  e. Consequently from

lemma 3.3.4, we get∅; l  ‖n1‖
→
k +‖n2‖

→
l . We can use the same label to

checkn via the inference rules, i.e.,∅; l  n. Hence, from lemma 3.3.6,

∅; lo  El [n].

• The cases for other primitive operations, conditionals, errors and predicate

checks are similar to the first.

• El [µx.e] 7−→l El [{‖µx.e‖l/x}e]: By assumption and lemma 3.3.4,∅; l  µx.e.

From lemma 3.3.8 we get that∅; l  {‖µx.e‖l/x}e and, in turn, we obtain

∅; lo  El [{‖µx.e‖l/x}e].

• El [‖λx.e0‖
→
k v] 7−→l El [‖{‖v‖l

←
k /x}e0‖

→
k ]: Again by using the assumption

and lemma 3.3.4, we conclude that∅; l  ‖λx.e0‖
→
k v and, therefore,∅; l 

‖λx.e0‖
→
k and∅; l  v.

Next we distinguish two cases, depending on the length of
→

k. First assume the

vector is empty. In that case, the inference rules imply{x : l}; l  e0. Com-

bining this judgment with∅; l  v, we may conclude that∅; l  {‖v‖l/x}e0

via lemma 3.3.9. Finally from here it is easy to get∅; lo  El [{‖v‖l/x}e0],

the desired conclusion from lemma 3.3.6.

Second, letk1 be the first element of
→

k. In that case, the inference rules imply

{x : k1};k1  e0. Since∅; l  v still holds, we conclude again via lemma 3.3.9
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that∅;k1  {‖v‖l
←
k /x}e0. Sincek1 is the outermost element of

→

k, if k1 =

l , we use lemma 3.3.6 and we finally get the desired conclusion,∅; lo 

El [‖{‖v‖l
←
k /x}e0‖

→
k ]. Else if k1 6= l , we employ lemma 3.3.6 to achieve the

same result.

• El [monk,l
j (⌊flat(ec)⌋

l̄ ′ ,v)] 7−→l El [checkk
j((ec v),v)]: The assumptions im-

ply ∅; l  mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(ec)⌋

l̄ ′,v) via lemma 3.3.4 and hence,ec = ‖e′c‖
j

with ∅; j  e′c. The latter implies∅; j  ec. Furthermore, the same rea-

soning yieldsv = ‖v0‖
k and∅;k  v0. Thus∅; j  v. Since the rules for

well-formed expressions imply∅; l  checkl
j((ec v),v) is well-formed, the

desired conclusion follows immediately.

• El [monk,l
j (κ1 7→ κ2,v)] 7−→l El [λx.monk,l

j (κ2,v mon
l ,k
j (κ1,x))]: With the usual

reasoning, we get∅; l  mon
k,l
j (κ1 7→ κ2,v), v = ‖v0‖

k, and∅;k  v0. The

contract check yields two pieces of knowledge:

∅;{l};{k}; j ⊲ κ1

and

∅;{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ2

From an additional application of the inference rules for well-formedness we

get{x : l};k � v monl ,k
j (κ1,x) and, with the help of lemma 3.3.10,{x : l}; l 

mon
k,l
j (κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x)). Finally from a last application of the inference

rules for well-formedness we get∅; l  λx.monk,l
j (κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x)).

• Finally, lete= El [monk,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v)] and observe that

e7−→l El [λx.monk,l
j ({x/cx}κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x))].

Via lemma 3.3.4 we derive∅; l  mon
k,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v) . Thus,v = ‖v‖k

with ∅;k  v, but also∅;{l};{k, j}; j ⊲ κ1 and∅;{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ2 . The
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rest of this argument uses the same strategy as the precedingcase, except

that we use lemmas 3.3.11 and 3.3.13 to derive the key result,{x : l}; l 

mon
k,l
j ({x/cx}κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x)).

The proof of the central lemma depends on a series of auxiliary lemmas about

the properties of well-formed terms and contracts, substitution, and contract sub-

stitution.

Lemma 3.3.4. If ∅; l  Ek[e] then∅;k e.

Proof. By induction on the size ofEk with the help of lemma 3.3.5 for the induc-

tive case.

Lemma 3.3.5. If ∅; l  Elo[e] then∅; l  e.

Proof. By induction on the size ofElo.

Lemma 3.3.6. If ∅; l  Ek[e], ∅;k 6� e and∅;k e′ then∅; l  Ek[e′].

Proof. By induction on the size ofEk.

Lemma 3.3.7. If ∅; l  Ek[e], ∅;k� e and∅;k e′ then∅; l  Ek[‖e′‖k].

Proof. By induction on the size ofEk.

Lemma 3.3.8. If Γ; l  e, k;Γ  e0, and x6∈ dom(Γ), Γ; l  {‖e0‖
k/x}e.

Proof. By mutual induction on the height ofΓ; l  eandΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Lemma 3.3.9. If Γ⊎{x : k}; l  e, v= ‖v0‖
k andΓ;k v0 thenΓ; l  {v/x}e.

Proof. By mutual induction on the height ofΓ⊎{x : k}; l eandΓ⊎{x : k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲

κ.

Lemma 3.3.10.If Γ; l  e and x/∈ dom(Γ), thenΓ⊎{x : k}; l  e.

Proof. By mutual induction on the height ofΓ; l  eandΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.
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Lemma 3.3.11.If Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ and x/∈ dom(Γ), thenΓ⊎{x : l ′}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ {x/cx}κ .

Proof. By induction on the height ofΓ; k̄; l̄ ; l ⊲ κ. For the flat contracts case we

employ lemma 3.3.12.

Lemma 3.3.12.If Γ; l  e and x/∈ dom(Γ), Γ⊎{x : k}; l  {‖x‖l/x}e.

Proof. First, we generalize the lemma’s statement: IfΓ; l  e andx /∈ dom(Γ),

Γ⊎{x : k}; l  {‖x‖ j/x}e. Then we proceed by mutual induction on the height of

Γ; l  eandΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Lemma 3.3.13.If Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ, k̄′ ⊆ k̄ andl̄ ′ ⊆ l̄ thenΓ; k̄′; l̄ ′; j ⊲ κ.

Proof. By induction on the height ofΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

3.3.3 Main Theorems

When a program is well-formed, its monitors obviously satisfy the blame correct-

ness criterion.

Theorem 3.3.14.7−→l is blame correct.

Proof. This theorem is a straightforward consequence of lemma 3.3.3. To wit,

the subject reduction lemma says that a program satisfies thegeneralized well-

formedness judgment including when its redex is a monitor term containing a flat

contract. From the proof of the subject reduction theorem, we know that general-

ized well-formedness implies

∅; l  mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(ec)⌋

l̄ ′ ,‖v‖k)

The label on the context is the same as the client label by lemma 3.3.4 but we also

need to know that the server labell is a member of the contract’s obligations̄l ′.

This has to be the case given that the monitor term is well-formed. Note how the
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proof is independent of the reduction semantics as long as itsatisfies the subject

reduction property.

In contrast tolax, thepickycontract system fails to satisfy an analogous theo-

rem.

Theorem 3.3.15.There exists a program e such that lo ⊢ e and

e7−→∗pEl [monk,l2
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄ ,‖v‖l1)]

but k 6= l1.

Proof. Here is one such program wherek 6= lo:

Π1
l = mon

k,lo
l (κl ,‖λh1.h1 λx.5 (λg.g 1)‖k) (λ f .λh2.h2 λx.6)

The restriction on the labels intuitively corresponds to the composition of the two

different modulesk and lo through the contractκl . Note thatΠ1
l is a family of

programs, one per labell . This label is the label of the contract monitor and, con-

sequently, must be the owner of all embedded flat contracts. In principle,l could

be the label of the client, the server, or any other non-top-level (lo) label but in the

end, our choice must obey subject reduction.

While Π1
l performs no interesting computation, its contractκl plays a critical

role. To explain the contract though, it is best to start withthe type ofh1:

[(N →N )→{([N →N ]→N )→N }]→N

The type tells us thath1 consumes a complex higher-order function and produces a

number. Instead of plain numbers, however, we wish to deal with positive numbers

only. We thus know thatκl must have at least something like the following shape:

[(P?l 7→ P?l ) 7→ {([P?l 7→ P?l ] 7→ P?l ) 7→ P?l}] 7→ P?l
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Next we add two dependencies:

[(P?l 7→ P?l )
d7→(λ f .{([P?l 7→ P?l ]

d7→(λg.P?l )) 7→ P?l})] 7→ P?l

The two key points to notice are: (1) in this contract,g is in the scope off and

(2) while f originates in the server (wrapped expression),g originates in the client

(context) and both flow into the contract.

Equipped with this informal and approximate understanding, we can now turn

to the actual contract:

κl = ((⌊P?l⌋
lo 7→ ⌊P?l⌋

k) d7→(λ f .κ1
l )) 7→ ⌊P?l⌋

k

κ1
l = ((⌊P?l⌋

k 7→ ⌊P?l⌋
lo) d7→(λg.κ2

l )) 7→ ⌊P?l⌋
k

κ2
l = ⌊flat(‖λx.zero?( f 1−g 0)‖l )⌋k

P?l = flat(‖λx.x> 0‖l )

Note howκ2
l invokes f on a positive number andg on 0.

Now we show thatl must be set tolo in order to satisfy blame correctness. First,

note that for for alll ∈ L, lo ⊢Π1
l if k 6= lo. Second, the reduction ofΠ1

l eventually

checks that 1 is greater than 0, i.e., that the post-condition contractκ2
l is satisfied:

Π1
l 7−→

∗
pEk

0[mon
lo,k
l (⌊P?l⌋

lo,‖‖1‖l‖l )]

In order for thepickysystem to satisfy the blame correctness condition,l must be

equal tolo, which means the term looks like this:

Ek
0[mon

lo,k
lo

(⌊P?lo⌋
lo,‖‖1‖lo‖lo)]

Unfortunately, the next few steps of the reduction process produces a state that

is inconsistent with blame correctness. The state involvesa monitor with a flat

contract where the owner on the checked value differs from the server label on the

monitor. Specifically,κ2
l also checks thatg’s pre-condition holds for 0:
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Ek
0[mon

lo,k
lo

(⌊P?lo⌋
lo,‖‖1‖lo‖lo)] 7−→∗p

Elo
1 [mon

k,lo
lo

(⌊P?lo⌋
lo,‖‖0‖lo‖lo)]

This last state, however, is inconsistent with generalizedwell-formedness because

k cannot equallo. Indeed, the next few reduction steps result in a failed check. The

contract monitor blamesk, which isn’t the ownerlo of the value. Thepickysystem

fails to assign blame properly.

In essence the proof of the theorem shows that there is no correct strategy for

associating (pieces of) contracts with components in a picky semantics. No matter

which labeling strategy we use, a contract violation may blame a component that

has no control over the faulty value.





CHAPTER 4

Complete Monitors11

4.1 Correct Blame Is Not Enough

The ownership and obligations framework of the previous chapter introduces a cri-

terion for deciding whether a contract system assigns blamecorrectly. Based on

this criterion we show that only thelax semantics is blame correct; thepickysys-

tem occasionally blames the wrong party. However, we shouldacknowledge that

the effort ofpickyto restrict the uses of function arguments in the post-condition of

dependent contracts is reasonable. Take a second look at thed/dx example:

;; for some natural number n and real δ
(->d ([f (-> 0<real<1? 0<real<1?)]

[ε real?])
(fp (-> 0<real<1? real?))
#:post-cond
(for/and ([i (in-range 0 n)])
(define x (random-number))
(define slope
(/ (- (f (- x ε)) (f (+ x ε)))

(∗ 2 ε)))
(<= (abs (- slope (fp x))) δ)))

11This chapter reports joint work with Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen [26].

51
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As we explain in section 3.1, the contract usesrandom-number, which may

produce complex numbers in Racket. Thelax system, though, does not regulate the

calls tof andfp in the#:post-cond code. The consequences of allowing the

application of a complex number tof andfp are impossible to predict. The func-

tions may not be able to handle a complex number argument. Another possibility

is that the two functions return complex number results for complex inputs caus-

ing the comparison operator of Racket to raise an error. In both scenarios tracking

the error back to the result ofrandom-number is challenging and uncertain. Even

worse, the use of complex numbers may raise no exceptions andthe programmer

may assume that thed/dx function behaves according to the contract. Naturally,

this conclusion is misleading because it does not correspond to a real number argu-

ment, the intended domain of use ofd/dx.

As the example demonstrates, thelax system may lead to errors in the face

of contracts. We conjecture that a programmer would like theguarantee that the

values produced by their components are never used in violation to the interface

specifications and, conversely, that their components are not handed values that do

not live up to the promises of the specifications.

Blame correctness is thus not strong enough to provide such a universal guar-

antee. After all, it admits contract systems that entirely discard contract checks.

Its power is limited to situations where the contract systems detects a contract vi-

olation. As a consequence, it cannot provide any information whether the contract

system misses contract violations and contracts fail to protect effectively the com-

ponents they guard.

In response, we present a generalization of blame correctness, calledcomplete

monitoring. We take the ownership-and-obligation framework of blame correctness

and extend it so that a component may not manipulate values that it does not create

or that have not been transferred from other components via a—possibly vacuous—
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contract. In short, a complete contract system has the powerto monitorall value

flows across component boundaries.

The next section illustratescomplete monitorsinformally. Subsequently, we

define them formally in the context of CPCF with ownership and obligations anno-

tations in section 4.3. Finally, the last section presents the main theoretical result

of this chapter: a formal definition of complete monitors andtheorems that neither

neitherlax norpickyare such.

4.2 Complete Monitors With Pictures

While we can use the CPCF model to articulate a formal criterion of monitoring

completeness, it can also provide an intuitive understanding of the idea. In this

section, we present three diagrams of contract monitoring that employ some of the

elements of the CPCF model and introduce complete monitors on this basis.

The first diagram in figure 4.1 illustrates how the contract system monitors the

contract ofd/dx without its#:post-cond clause. The client ownsf and applies

d/dx to it. Pictorially, it shipsf to the server over thed/dx channel. The contract

system monitors the channel and attaches the appropriate pieces of the contract to

f. Thus the server component receives a wrapped version off. The wrapper checks

that the argument and the result of any application tof are real numbers between

0 and 1. The result of the application,fp, returns to the client component via a

similar channel.

Our diagrams use shapes to expressownershipof values. Thusf comes in an

ellipse to match the shape of the client andfp is in a rectangle, like the server

component that creates the function. If the client were to passfp back to the server

to create the second derivative off, the value would come in an ellipse around the

rectangle and the contract wrapper. In other words, wrapping shapes within shapes
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Figure 4.1: Monitoring in diagrams
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illustrates how the semantics uses ownership to keep track of a value’s provenance.

Similarly, shapes on the input-output arrows markobligations. In particular, the

flat contracts that guard channels have the same shape as the component responsible

for satisfying them. The characterization holds for both components and higher-

order values that flow back and forth and receive wrappers.

Hence, our diagram suggests that if the initial program iswell-formed, meaning

it separates the client and the server component with a properly formed contract

boundary, a complete contract system preserves a two-part invariant. The first part

dictates that each value has the same shape as its origin and,if the origin differs

from the current host component, then the contract system guards the value with

contracts. The second part adds that the host component is responsible for meeting

the pre-condition for the uses of the foreign value and the origin component is

responsible for the post-condition.

Even though the invariant seems easy to maintain, adding the#:post-cond

clause shows that doing so poses subtle challenges. Concretely, a post condition

clause consists of a piece of code and thus introduces a new component. In a real-

world language such as Racket, this new component could existwithin the server

module, the client module, or as a third-party component allby itself. No matter

where the contract is located, it hosts bothf andfp, and this co-habitation is the

source of all subtleties.

The new component connects to thed/dx channels with its own branch chan-

nels and can thus absorb the values from these channels. As the second diagram

of figure 4.1 shows, thelax semantics allowsf andfp to enter the new component

before they flow through the monitors—meaning no guards are attached to these

new channels. Sincef andfp have different owners, at least one of the values

must be considered a foreign value and, as such, inhabits thecomponent without

the necessary guard.
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In contrast tolax, picky protects these additional channels of communication,

too. Figure 4.1 explains this idea with forks in the channelsbehindthe monitors

that protect the channels. Unfortunately, the obligationsfor the flat contracts in the

#:post-cond component do not agree with the second part of the completeness

invariant. That is, at least one of the two values inhabits the new component as a

foreign value but is protected by misshaped contracts.

The next section presents our formal framework for completemonitoring. Tech-

nically, our framework serves as an independent specification of the contract sys-

tem and excludes scenarios such as the two above by halting computation when a

certain single-owner policy condition breaks.

4.3 CPCF With A Single Owner Policy

CPCF with obligations and ownership, see section 2.3, uses annotations to build an

independent level for reasoning about component boundaries and value migration.

In principle, ownership and obligations could be just observers of the reduction

sequence that do not affect evaluation. In fact, in the context of our blame correct-

ness criterion, ownership and obligation do not prevent us from admitting as blame

correct contract systems that permit an uncontrolled flow ofvalues between com-

ponents exactly because ownership and obligation annotations are just decorative.

The problem lies with the way the original semantics of CPCF treats ownership.

It allows for components to mix freely and for values to acquire multiple owners

as they cross boundaries. For instance a term‖e‖l can show up without any re-

strictions as a sub-term of a term‖e′‖k. Similarly a value‖...‖v‖l1...‖ln comes with

multiple owners as the annotations keep track of the whole history of migrations

from one module to another. These annotations do not affect evaluation, though,

because it ignores them and proceeds as if they are not there.
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To prove that the contract system allows values to migrate from one component

to another only when they are under the control of a contract,we use ownership to

impose restrictions on value flows between components. We enforce asingle owner

policy that disallows mixing terms with different owners. Instead, our reduction

relation ensures that foreign values within a component arewrapped in contract

checks or that the contract system has completely verified all (flat) specifications

during the absorption of a foreign value into a component.

El [· · · ] 7−→m El [· · · ]

||n1||
l + ||n2||

l . n wheren1+n2 = n
||n1||

l−||n2||
l . n wheren1−n2 = n

zero?(||0||l ) . tt

zero?(||n||l ) . ff if n 6= 0
||v1||

l ∧||v2||
l . v wherev1∧v2 = v

||v1||
l ∨||v2||

l . v wherev1∨v2 = v
if ||tt||l e1 e2 . e1

if ||ff||l e1 e2 . e2

||λx.e||l ||v||l . ‖{‖v‖l/x}e‖l

µx.e . {‖µx.e‖l/x}e

mon
k,l
j (κ1 7→ κ2,v) . λx.monk,l

j (κ2,v mon
l ,k
j (κ1,x))

mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
) . checkk

j(e b,b)
checkk

j(||tt||
j ,v) . v

checkk
j(||ff||

j ,v) . errork
j

El [errork
j ] 7−→m errork

j

Figure 4.2: CPCF semantics enforces the single-owner policy

To implement this policy, we require all terms in aredexto have a single owner.

Put differently, our semantics does not perform operationson values that have own-

ership annotations with different owners. We use||e||l to denote thate may have

no ownership annotations but if it has one then the owner label is l for all such
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annotations:

||e||l = ‖...‖e‖l ...‖l where for all labelsk and termse′, e 6= ‖e′‖k.

Proposition 4.3.1. (The single ownership policy for CPCF)

If a term e0 reduces to term e1 = El [r] where r a redex, and the elements of r

are not of the form||e||l , then there is no term e2 such that e1 7−→me2. Also, if a

term e0 reduces to term e1 = El [r] and the elements of r are of the form||e||l , then

there is term e2 such that e1 7−→me2.

Proof. By inspection of the reduction relation.

The single ownerpolicy plays a critical role for the definition of the revised

reduction semantics for CPCF. A component should be able to perform an operation

if and only if it is the owner of all the arguments of the redex.This implies that

either the arguments inherit their implicit ownership annotation from the context or

that they come with an explicit ownership annotation that matches with the owner

of the context. We model implicit ownership withlabeled evaluation contextssame

as in section 3; see figure 3.4.

The reduction relation of figure 4.2 implements the single owner policy by re-

ducing redexes only if the label of the hole matches the ownerof the pieces of the

redex. For instance the rule for function application is more restrictive than the

original rule for CPCF from section 2.3. The latter allows the function and the ar-

gument to have different and multiple owners. In contrast, the new rule fires only

if l , the owner of the component, is also the only owner of the function and the

argument. The argument is substituted in the body of the function, annotated with

the common owner so that it keeps its ownership annotation nomatter where it

lands in the function body. The context absorbs the body of the function, which

thus obtains the context’s ownership annotation. Since thefunction and the con-

text have the same owner, however, the body of the function retains its original
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owner. This rationale explains all the rules, including therules for monitors where

the client label must be the same as the label of the context. When the reduction

rules create new values, as in the case of primitives operators, the context becomes

directly responsible for the new value and thus no additional ownership annotation

is necessary.

Values retain their owner as long as they move inside the samecomponent.

They change owner only when flat contract checking succeeds.When the check

succeeds, the contract system gives permission to the surrounding componentl to

absorbb, andb changes hands betweenk andl .

The reduction rules concerning monitors for dependent function contracts come

in the two flavorsl(ax) andp(icky). Their formal definitions remain the same as in

section 2.3:

El [monk,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v)] 7−→l El [λx.monk,l
j ({x/cx}κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x))]

El [monk,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v)]7−→pEl [λx.monk,l
j ({monl ,k

j (κ1,x)/cx}κ2,v mon
l ,k
j (κ1,x))]

Like in section 2.3, ownership propagation and, by implication, the single-

owner policy are only meaningful if ownership and obligations annotations are in

specific places in source code. Particularly in this new setting, ownership in valid

source code must coincide with monitors and terms have to respect the single-owner

policy. The well-formedness judgments from section 2.3,Γ; l  eandΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ,

are sufficient to enforce this restriction and we use them here too to specify valid

source programs.

This semantics of CPCF differs from the semantics of the chapter 3. The main

deviation is the introduction of the single owner policy. Ithelps us prove complete

monitoring, a notion of correctness for a contract system that subsumes blame cor-

rectness.

In the previous chapter, ownership and obligations are usedto verify that when-
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ever a contract error is raised, its witness value is owned bythe party that is blamed

and that the party fails to satisfy one of its obligations. Our new semantics turns

ownership into a computational device that is exploited to enforce the single owner

policy. This change enables us to state when a contract system is acomplete moni-

tor for all specified properties and show that not onlypickybut alsolax is incorrect.

4.4 Neither Lax Nor Picky Are Complete Monitors

The CPCF semantics enforces the single owner policy. If a redexdoes not respect

it, the evaluation gets stuck. Since embeddings of foreign terms in a component

are wrapped with contract monitors, such stuck states are evidence that a value has

leaked from one component to another without the contract system’s approval. If a

contract system can eliminate all such stuck states and force programs to reduce to a

value or to diverge or to raise a contract error, then the contract system insulates the

components of the program and regulates all exchanges of values between them.

We call such a contract system acomplete monitor.

Definition 4.4.1(Complete Monitors for CPCF). A contract semantics m specifies

a complete monitoriff for all well typed terms e0 such that∅; lo  e0,

• e0 7−→
∗
mv or,

• for all e1 such that e0 7−→∗me1 there exists e2 such that e1 7−→me2 or,

• e0 7−→
∗
me1 7−→

∗
merrork

j and e1 is of the form

El [monk,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄ ,v)]

and for all such terms e1, v= ‖v1‖
k and k∈ l̄.

Complete monitoringtakes advantage of the ownership and obligation annota-

tions to verify that well-formed programs do not get stuck. In addition if a contract
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error is raised indicating contractj failed, then for all checks of flat contracts from

j, the ownerk of the guarded value is identical to the server label on the contract

monitor and the flat contract is part of the obligations ofk. Clearly, this is stronger

guarantees thanblame correctness.

At first glancecomplete monitoringappears too weak to establish the correct-

ness of a contract system; it simply guarantees that when a value crosses a bound-

ary, the contract system attachessomecontract to it and that if a contract violation

is detected, blame is assigned to the party that contributedthe witness value. What

complete monitoring doesnot require is that the contract system (1) attaches the

propercontracts to migrating values and (2) checks flat contracts.Point 1 concerns

the decomposition of compound contracts, i.e., a contract system must check the

pieces of a compound value (for example, functions) with theproper pieces of their

contracts (for example, domain and range). In CPCF, this property comes for free

with type soundness, which forces the proper distribution of compound contracts

over their pieces to retain type safety. As for point 2, it is necessary to ensure that

a contract system actually executes the application of the predicate to the witness

value. Again, this is obvious in the case of CPCF and it is easy tocheck in gen-

eral. In short, complete monitoring is the main ingredient language designers must

check if they wish to implement a correct contract system; the remaining properties

can be validated by inspection.

We show now that neitherlax norpickyare complete.

As an example wherelax does not manage to live up to complete monitoring,

consider the following program:

Π1
l = mon

k,lo
l (κl ,‖λh1.h1 λx.5 (λg.g 1)‖k) (λ f .λh2.h2 λx.6)
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where
κl = ((⌊P?l⌋

lo 7→ ⌊P?l⌋
k) d7→(λ f .κ1

l )) 7→ ⌊P?l⌋
k

κ1
l = ((⌊P?l⌋

k 7→ ⌊P?l⌋
lo) d7→(λg.κ2

l )) 7→ ⌊P?l⌋
k

κ2
l = ⌊flat(‖λx.zero?( f 1−g 0)‖l )⌋k

P?l = flat(‖λx.x> 0‖l ).

If k 6= lo, then for alll ∈ L, ∅; lo  Π1
l . The constraint onk andlo comes from the

rules for well-formed source terms and captures the intuition that contracts are used

as the interface between distinct components.

Π1
l is the same example as the one that we use to invalidatepickyin section 3.3.

Like before, we start by showing thatl must equallo in order to satisfy complete

monitoring. The reduction ofΠ1
l eventually appliesfv to 1. After the substitution

of fv for f in κ2
l we get

κ†
l = ⌊flat(‖λx.zero?(‖‖ fv‖

lo‖l 1−g 0)‖l )⌋k.

Notice now, the ownership labels on the application‖‖ fv‖lo‖l 1. A few steps fur-

ther down, the reduction sequence evaluates the flat predicate and tries to run the

application. If the labelslo and l do not match, the evaluation of the predicate is

going to lead to a stuck state. In order for thelax system to avoid this situation and

satisfy the complete monitoring condition,κ†
l must remain well formed:

{ f : l ,g : l};{k};{}; l ⊲ κ†
l .

This judgment, however, demands that{ f : l ,g : l}; l  ‖‖ fv‖lo‖l , which in turn

requires thatl must be equal tolo. If so, the contract looks like this:

κ†
lo
= ⌊flat(‖λx.zero?(‖‖ fv‖

lo‖lo 1−g 0)‖lo)⌋k.

The next few steps of the reduction process produce a state that is inconsistent

with complete monitoring. Specifically,κ2
l also appliesgv to 0:

κ††
lo

= ⌊flat(‖λx.zero?(‖‖ fv‖
lo‖lo 1−‖‖gv‖

k‖lo 0)‖lo)⌋k.
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And this last contract leads to a state thatlax can violate the single owner policy.

IndeedΠ1
lo
7−→∗l Elo[‖‖gv‖

k‖lo 0]. This last state is a stuck state as it involves the

application of a function that has multiple owner tags, i.e., it has crossed contract-

free boundaries between distinct components.

Our example shows that independently of the choice ofl , Π1
l does not respect

preservation under thelax semantics.

Theorem 4.4.2. 7−→l is not a complete monitor.

The same example also shows thatpickyCPCF is not a complete monitor.

Theorem 4.4.3. 7−→p is not a complete monitor.

Proof. Unlike for lax, the single-owner policy holds through out the computation.

The two arguments,fv andgv are installed insideκ2
l wrapped in monitors that me-

diate appropriately the communication between componentsl andlo. However, the

reduction sequence does not live up to the correct blame portion of the definition

of complete monitoring. The monitors that the reduction installs in the dependent

post-condition do not have the right labels. The state that violates the second re-

quirement of complete monitors is the same as the one that violates correct blame

for picky in section 3.3.





CHAPTER 5

Complete Monitors, Applied12

5.1 Fixing Dependent Contracts

Complete monitoring reveals that bothlax andpicky, are not correct. The latter

blames incorrectly in some case while the former fails to protect components ef-

fectively. However, the framework of complete monitors is not only a medium for

judging existing contract systems, but also a tool that the programming languages

designer can employ to fix existing contract systems and design new ones.

In particular, complete monitoring can guide the construction of a correct se-

mantics for dependent contracts. If we inspect the examplesthat disprovelax and

pickyas complete monitors, we can deduce that in order to avoid stuck states and

to assign blame correctly, two changes are necessary:

1. arguments that flow in the post-condition of a dependent contract need to be

wrapped with monitors for the pre-condition of the dependent contract,

2. the client party for such monitors needs to be the same independently from

whether the server or the client of the dependent contract contribute the ar-

gument.

12This chapter reports joint work with Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen [26].
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Starting from these observations and from a close look at thewell-formedness rules,

we can detect an appropriate party: the contract itself. Theviolations that render

lax incomplete and less effective thanpickyare all violations that have to do with

the contract misusing values it manipulates. Conversely, the reasonpicky assigns

blame incorrectly is because it blames either the client or the server for violations

caused by the contract itself. We crystallize these conclusions with a new reduction

rule for dependent contracts, dubbedindy:

El [monk,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v)] 7−→sEl [λx.monk,l
j (κ′2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x))] (indy)

whereκ′2≡ {mon
l , j
j (κ1,x)/cx}κ2

The new rule uses the label of the contractj as the client label for the monitors

it installs in the post-condition of a dependent contract. This way, we treat the

contract as an independent component with its own contractual obligations.

Naturally, theindy semantics changes the behavior of programs. Consider this

example:

Π2 = mon
k,lo
j (κ,λ f . f 42) λx.x

whereκ = (P? 7→ P?) d7→(λ f .flat(λx. f 0>−1))

The evaluation ofΠ2 yields the following results for the three different contract

monitoring systems:

program monitoring system result

Π2 lax 42

Π2 picky errork
j

Π2 indy error
j
j

The table demonstrates several points. First, when a program yields a plain value

according to thelax system, thepickysystem may still find a fault during contract

checking and signal a violation. Second, thepickysystem blames partyk, the server
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component, for a contract violation. The specific violationis that f is applied to

0 in the dependency assertion, even though the domain contract promises that the

function is only applied to positive numbers. Third, theindy system blames the

contract itself, rather than the server.

Another example shows that whilepicky can blame the client when things go

wrong with the contract,indyblames the contract:

Π3 = mon
k,lo
∗ (κ,λ f . f λx.x) λg.g 42

whereκ = ((P? 7→ P?) d7→(λ f .flat(λx. f 0>−1))) 7→ P?

Specifically, evaluatingΠ3 yields the following results:

program monitoring system result

Π3 lax 42

Π3 picky error
lo
j

Π3 indy error
j
j

Again thelax system does not signal contract violations, while the otherfour report

one. Here theindysystem blames the contract itself rather than the client, which is

blamed by thepickysystem.

However, as the examples suggest, theindy contract system signals an error

when thepicky system signals an error and vice versa, though the errors arenot

necessarily labeled with the same party.

Proposition 5.1.1.e7−→∗i error
k
l iff e 7−→∗perror

k′
l

Proof. By a straightforward bi-simulation argument. The bi-simulation used for

the proof relates two expressions that are structurally identical except that their

labels can differ.

Before proving thatindy is a correct design theoretically, i.e., it is a complete

monitor, note that theindy semantics is not just a theoretical artifact. On the prag-

matic side, the treatment of contracts as independent parties is compatible with
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some practical uses in Racket. First, contracts for Rackets unit system are given

as part of the signature. Strickland and Felleisen [62] showthat linking such units

may necessitate blaming the signature itself. Our framework finally provides a se-

mantic explanation for this phenomenon. Second, in Rackets first-order module

system, contracts are specified viacontract-out, i.e., in the export interface of

modules. This form combines identifiers with contracts and attaches contracts to

these values as they flow across the module boundary. When things go wrong with

the dependencies in such contracts, the monitoring system considers the contract

a part of the server module and blames the server module. We can express this

idea in our framework with the small change of using the module name as the con-

tract label. Finally, Typed Racket [67, 68, 69] protects the interaction of typed and

untyped modules with contracts derived from types. Since one of the basic assump-

tions of Typed Racket is that untyped modules stay unchanged,it implements this

protection mechanism withrequire/contract. This contract form guarantees

that values from an untyped module satisfy the specified contract. Put differently,

the form protects the import boundary. If a programmer attached dependencies to

these contracts, the code would have to be considered as a part of the client module.

We can specify this behavior as instance of theindy semantics that uses the import

module as the contract label.

Theindysemantics have influenced important changes in Racket’s contract sys-

tem. Theindycontract combinator->i, that constructs anindydependent function

contract, has deprecated the initial->d combinator of Racket. Currently, because

of their pragmatic significance and their theoretical correctness, theindysemantics

are the basis of all dependent contracts in Racket.
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5.1.1 Complete Monitoring = Progress + Preservation

We now show thatindy is acomplete monitor. The proof of complete monitoring

follows a subject reduction technique similar to those of type soundness [71]. This

sub-section presents the construction of the generalized well-formedness judgment

for the subject reduction proof, progress and preservation, and how these results

imply completeness forindy.

The generalized well-formedness we utilize in section 3.3 (figure 3.6) to show

that lax is blame correct has almost all the necessary ingredients toalso proveindy

a complete monitor; it makes sure that during computation ownership and moni-

tors specify component boundaries consistently and that obligations are distributed

appropriately. The only missing piece is that the original form of the generalized

well-formedness does not enforce the single-owner policy that is the core of com-

plete monitoring. We compensate for that by removing from our rules for gener-

alized well-formedness specifically, the rule that allows to embed “foreign” terms

that come with an explicit annotation of their owner in a “host” term with a different

owner. With this adjustment, generalized well-formednessexcludes mixing terms

with different owners except under the supervision of contract monitors. Figure 5.1

shows the details of the revised generalized well-formedness which for the proof

replaces the judgment of figure 3.6.

Now we are ready to proveindycorrect.

Theorem 5.1.2. 7−→i is a complete monitor.

Proof. As a direct consequence of the preservation and progress lemmas (lemmas

5.1.3 and 5.1.4), we obtain that for all well typed termse0, if ∅; lo  e0,

• e0 7−→
∗
i v or,

• for all e1 such thate0 7−→
∗
i e1 there existse2 such thate1 7−→i e2 or,
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Γ; l  e

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1 e2

Γ; l  e1

Γ; l  zero?(e1) Γ; l  errork

Γ; j  e Γ; l  v

Γ; l  checkk
j(e,v)

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2 Γ; l  e3

Γ; l  if e1 e2 e3

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1+e2

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1−e2

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1∧e2

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  e1∨e2

Γ; l  n Γ; l  tt Γ; l  ff

Γ(x) = l

Γ; l  x

Γ; l  e

Γ; l  ‖e‖l
Γ;k� e Γ;{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ

Γ; l  mon
k,l
j (κ,e)

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ

Γ; l̄ ; k̄; j ⊲ κ1 Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ2

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ1 7→ κ2

Γ; l̄ ; k̄∪{ j}; j ⊲ κ1 Γ⊎{x : j}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ2

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ1
d7→(λx.κ2)

Γ; j  e k̄⊆ k̄′

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ ⌊flat(‖e‖ j)⌋k̄
′

Figure 5.1: Obligations coincide with labels on monitors (3)

• e0 7−→
∗
i error

k
j .

For the last case, since∅; lo  e0 we know thaterrork
j does not occur ine0. Thus

it must be a result of reduction. The only reduction rule thatintroduceserrork
j

is El
2[check

k
j(||ff||

j ,v)] 7−→i E
†
2[error

k
j ]. Also E†

1[error
k
j ] 7−→i error

k
j . Again

checkk
j(e,v) does not occur ine0 because∅; lo  e0. Hence it must be also the
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result of a reduction. The only rule that introduces checks is:

El
1[mon

k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)] 7−→i E

l
1[check

k
j(e b,b)].

From the above information, we deduce:

e0 7−→
∗
i El

1[mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)]

7−→i El
1[check

k
j(e b,b)]

7−→∗i El
2[check

k
j(||ff||

j ,v)]

7−→i El
2[error

k
j ]

7−→i error
k
j .

By lemma 5.1.4 we get∅; loEl
1[mon

k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)]. Lemma 5.1.6 implies

∅; l  mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
). From the rules for well formed terms we obtain

||b||l
′
= ‖v1‖

k andk∈ l̄ ′. Finally combining the above results entails that7−→i is a

complete monitor.

The proof is direct consequence of two major lemmas: progress and preservation.

The first says that a well-formed typed, term reduces to another term unless is a

value or a contract error.

Lemma 5.1.3. (Progress) For all well typed terms e such that∅; l  e, e= v or

e= errork
j or e7−→i e0.

Proof. From lemma 5.1.5 we know that there existe′, l andEl such thate= El [e′].

Via lemma 5.1.6 and by∅; lo  e, we derive∅; l  e′. We proceed by case analysis

on the form ofe′:

• e′ = v1+v2: By type soundness for CPCF, we get thetv1 = ||n1||
k and

v2 = ||n2||
j . Since∅; l  e′ from the inference rules for well-formed terms,

we deduce∅; l  ||n1||
k and∅; l  ||n2||

j . With additional uses of well-

formedness we obtaink = j = l . Thus according to the reduction relation

e7−→i El [n] wheren= n1+n2.
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• The rest of the cases are similar to the first.

If a well-formed term reduces according toindy, it reduces to a well-formed term.

Lemma 5.1.4.(Preservation) For all terms e and e0 such that∅; loe and e7−→i e0,

∅; lo  e0.

Proof. We proceed by case analysis on the reduction ofe:

• El [||n1||
l + ||n2||

l ] 7−→i El [n]: By assumption∅; lo  e. For the latter, the

redex extraction lemma, lemma 5.1.6, implies that∅; l  ||n1||
l + ||n2||

l . We

can use the same label to checkn via the inference rules, i.e.,∅; l  n. Hence,

from lemma 5.1.8∅; lo  El [n].

• The cases for other primitive operations, conditionals, checks and errors are

similar to the first.

• El [µx.e] 7−→i El [{‖µx.e‖l/x}e]: By assumption and lemma 5.1.6, we con-

clude that∅; l  µx.e. The inference rules imply{x : l}; l  e. Via lem-

mas 5.1.10, 5.1.12 and 5.1.13, we conclude that∅; l  {‖µx.e‖l/x}e. From

lemma 5.1.8, we obtain∅; lo  El [{‖µx.e‖l/x}e].

• El [vf ||v||] 7−→i El [‖{‖v‖l/x}e0‖
l ] wherevf = ||λx.e0||

l : By assumption and

lemma 5.1.6, we conclude∅; l  vf ||v||l . Therefore,∅; l  ||λx.e0||
l and

∅; l  ||v||l . The inference rules imply{x : l}; l  e0. Since∅; l  ‖v‖l still

holds, we conclude again via another use of lemmas 5.1.10, 5.1.12 and 5.1.13

that∅; l  {‖v‖l/x}e0. The desired conclusion∅; lo  El [‖{‖v‖l/x}e0l‖l ] is

derived from the above antecedents and lemma 5.1.8 ifvf = λx.e0 or from

the above antecedents and lemma 5.1.9 otherwise.

• El [monk,l
j (⌊flat(ec)⌋

l̄ ′ , ||b||l
′
)] 7−→i El [checkk

j(ec b,b)]: The assumptions im-

ply ∅; l  mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(ec)⌋

l̄ ′ , ||b||l
′
) via lemma 5.1.6. Hence,ec = ‖e′c‖

j
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with ∅; j  e′c. Furthermore, the same reasoning yieldsl ′ = k and∅;k  b.

We trivially obtain that∅; l  b and∅; j  b. Thus∅; j � ‖e′c‖
j b. Since

the rules for well-formed expressions imply∅; l  checkk
j((ec b),b) is well-

formed, the desired conclusion follows immediately.

• Let e= El [monk,l
j (κ1 7→ κ2,v)]. According to the reduction relation

e7−→i E
l [λx.monk,l

j (κ2,v mon
l ,k
j (κ1,x))].

Applying the usual method, we get∅; l  mon
k,l
j (κ1 7→ κ2,v), v = ‖v0‖

k,

∅;k v0. The contract check yields two pieces of knowledge:

∅;{l};{k}; j ⊲ κ1

and

∅;{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ2.

From an additional application of the inference rules for well-formedness we

get{x : l};k� v monl ,k
j (κ1,x) and, using lemmas 5.1.11 and 5.1.14,{x : l}; l 

mon
k,l
j (κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x)). Finally from a last application of the inference

rules for well-formedness, we get∅; l  λx.monk,l
j (κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x)).

• El [monk,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v)] 7−→i e0 where

e0 = El [λx.monk,l
j (κ′2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x))]

and

κ′2 = {mon
l , j
j (κ1,x)/

cx}κ2 :

As usual we derive∅; l  mon
k,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v) from lemma 5.1.6 and the

cases’ assumptions. Thus,v= ‖v‖k with ∅;k v, and

∅;{l};{k, j}; j ⊲ κ1
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plus

{x : j};{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ2 .

The rest of this argument uses the same strategy as the preceding case, except

that we use lemmas 5.1.15 and 5.1.16 to derive the key result,{x : l}; l 

mon
k,l
j (κ′2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x)).

The proofs of the progress and preservation lemmas depend ona series of easy

auxiliary lemmas about the properties of well formed terms and contracts, substi-

tution, contract substitution, and environment extension.

Lemma 5.1.5. (Unique Decomposition) For all terms e such that e6= v and e6=

errork
j , there are unique e′, l ′, and El ′ such that e= El ′[e′] and e′ = v0opv1 or

e′ = zero?(v) or e′ = if v0 e1 e2 or e′ = checkk
j(v0,v1) or e′ = v1 v2 or e′ = µx.e0

or e′ = mon
k,l
j (κ,v) or e′ = errork

j .

Proof. By induction on the size ofe. qed

Lemma 5.1.6. If ∅; l  Ek[e] then∅;k e.

Proof. By induction on the size ofEk with the help of lemma 5.1.7 for the induc-

tive case.

Lemma 5.1.7. If ∅; l  Elo[e] then∅; l  e.

Proof. By induction on the size ofElo.

Lemma 5.1.8. If ∅; l  Ek[e], ∅;k 6� e and∅;k e′ then∅; l  Ek[e′].

Proof. By induction on the size ofEk.

Lemma 5.1.9. If ∅; l  Ek[e], ∅;k� e and∅;k e′ then∅; l  Ek[‖e′‖k].

Proof. By induction on the size ofEk.
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Lemma 5.1.10.If Γ⊎{x : k}; l  e,Γ⊎{x : k};k ‖e0‖
k, then

Γ⊎{x : k}; l  {‖e0‖
k/x}e.

Proof. By mutual induction on the height ofΓ⊎{x : k}; l eandΓ⊎{x : k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲

κ.

Lemma 5.1.11.If Γ; l  e and x/∈ dom(Γ), Γ⊎{x : k}; l  e.

Proof. By mutual induction on the height ofΓ; l  eandΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Lemma 5.1.12.If Γ; l  e and x/∈ dom(Γ), then x/∈ F V (e).

Proof. By mutual induction on the height ofΓ; l  eandΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ .

Lemma 5.1.13.If Γ⊎{x : k}; l  e and x/∈ F V (e), thenΓ; l  e.

Proof. By mutual induction on the height ofΓ⊎{x : k}; l eandΓ⊎{x : k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲

κ .

Lemma 5.1.14.If Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ and x/∈ dom(Γ), thenΓ⊎{x : k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Proof. By induction on the height ofΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ using lemma 5.1.11 for the flat

contracts case.

Lemma 5.1.15.If Γ⊎{x : j}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ andΓ⊎{x : k}; l  mon
k,l
j (κ′,x), thenΓ⊎{x :

k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ {monk,l
j (κ′,x)/cx}κ.

Proof. By induction on the height ofΓ⊎{x : j}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ. For the flat contracts

case we employ lemma 5.1.10.

Lemma 5.1.16.If Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ, k̄′ ⊆ k̄ andl̄ ′ ⊆ l̄ thenΓ; k̄′; l̄ ′; j ⊲ κ.

PROOF IDEA. By induction on the height ofΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.
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5.2 Optimizing Dependent Contracts

The indy semantics imposes a sufficient amount of contract checking for proving

complete monitoring. To our surprise, though some of the checks turn out to be

unnecessary.

Let us consider the following example:

Π4 = mon
k,l
j (κ,λ f .0) λx.x−1

whereκ = (P?k 7→ P?l )
d7→(λ f .⌊flat(‖λx. f 0> 0‖ j)⌋k) andP?l stands for the flat

contract⌊flat(‖λx.x > 0‖ j)⌋l . Π4 is a perfectly well-formed program. It does

not compute anything of interest but the contract has the interesting property that it

applies the argumentf to 0 and thus violates the preconditionP?k 7→ P?l . In turn,

the indy semantics observes that 0 is not a positive number and thus accuses the

contract itself for a contract violation.

However if the client owns the contract, i.e.,j is equal tol , the monitor injected

into the post-condition ofκ has the same labell in the server and the client position.

One could argue that this is an indication thatf has not crossed a boundary but

moved from one part of the client to another, and it is therefore not required to

protect it with a contract. This observation suggests a variant of the reduction rules

for dependent function contracts:

El [monk,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v)] 7−→sEl [λx.monk,l
j (κ′2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x))] (semi)

whereκ′2≡ {mon
l , j
j (κ1,x)/cx}κ2 if j 6= l , or κ′2≡ {x/

cx}κ2 if j 6= l otherwise

The semisemantics avoids the creation of contract monitors when theserver and

the client labels are the same. Furthermore, it assigns blame differently thanindy.

In fact for Π4, semidoes not discover any violation of the pre-condition ofκ but

it blamesk when the post-condition fails. It is easy to show thatsemimay blame

different components thanindy and that it discovers more contract violations than

lax and fewer thanindy. Still, semiis a complete monitor.
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Theorem 5.2.1. 7−→s is a complete monitor.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof thatindy is a complete monitor. The only

difference is the case for dependent contracts in the preservation lemma. Forsemi,

we distinguish between two sub-cases:j 6= l and j = l . In the first sub-case, the

proof is identical to the case for dependent contracts underindy. In the second

sub-case, we derive the desired conclusion by following thesame conclusion but

applying lemma 5.1.15, we employ the following lemma 5.2.2.

Lemma 5.2.2. If Γ⊎{x : j}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ, thenΓ⊎{x : k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ {x/cx}κ.

PROOF IDEA. By induction on the height ofΓ⊎ {x : j}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ. For the flat

contracts case we employ lemma 3.3.8.

At this point the alert reader may wonder whethersemiis preferable toindy or

vice versa. Our framework suggests a philosophical answer.They behave differ-

ently only whenindyconstructs monitors at run-time where the server and the client

label is the same. Such monitors enforce invariants described by contracts even in

the interior of a component. According to the Findler and Felleisen philosophy

of contracts and component-oriented programming, these invariants should be en-

forced only outside the component. These extra checks should thus be considered

redundant and do not make the contract system stronger.

In fact we can also show thatsemicomes with the minimal amount of checking

that suffices for complete monitoring. Since well-formed source code forces the

server and client labels to be different and the reduction rule for dependent function

contracts monitors is the only rule that creates monitors with new labels, thesemi

semantics always produces monitors with different client and server labels. Thus

it injects monitors only where they are really necessary, atthe boundaries between

different components.
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5.3 Mutation Needs Complete Monitors

The principle of complete monitoring provides guidance forthe addition of lin-

guistic features to CPCF. Concretely, consider the addition ofreference cells, i.e.,

sharable, mutable data. Doing so requires both a notation for contracts on cells and

also a mechanism that monitors all channels of communication between compo-

nents that exchange cells.

We investigate this setting via CPCF!, an imperative variant of CPCF. The

source syntax of CPCF!, specified in figure 5.2, extends the source syntax of CPCF

with the standard operators of a language with mutable cells. CPCF! also comes

with contracts for mutable cells,ref/c(κ). Intuitively the contract specifies that

the protected cell should conform at any point withκ. CPCF!, just like CPCF, is

typed. The type system and its soundness pose no challenges and are omitted.

Types τ = . . . | ref(τ)
Contracts κ = . . . | ref/c(κ)
Terms e = . . . | ref(e) | get(e) | set(e,e)

Values v = . . . | loc | γ
Guards γ = G{v (κ l l l )}

Figure 5.2: CPCF!: source (left) and evaluation syntax (right)

The additions to the source syntax demand additions to the definitions of well-

formed terms and contracts. The first are straightforward requiring that the argu-

ments of the operators related to store are well-formed under the same owner as the

operator:

Γ; l  e
Γ; l  ref(e)

Γ; l  e
Γ; l  get(e)

Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l  set(e1,e2)

The second addition poses a small challenge. The same component can read from,

and write to, a mutable cell. Thus the distinction between clients and servers of

the contents of the cells collapses. To reflect this insight,the rule for well-formed

contracts on cells merges the parties responsible for the negative and positive pieces
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of the contract when assigning obligations for the contractthat protects the contents

of a cell. All partiesl̄ andk̄ have the obligation to treat the contents according to

the contract both as clients and servers:

Γ; l̄ k̄; l̄ k̄; j ⊲ κ
Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ ref/c(κ)

Mutable cells are represented at run-time as memory locations loc. To enforce

contract checks on the contents of memory locations we have to delay checking

until a component tries to read the location. For that reasonwe introduce guards

G{v (κ k l j)} as intermediate terms. They are contract monitors similar to

mon
k,l
j (κ,e). The difference is that in contrast with monitors, guards are values,

and thus they attach themselves permanently around locations when the locations

cross component boundaries. Figure 5.2 shows the intermediate syntax for CPCF!

that extends the intermediate syntax of CPCF.

El [ref(v)],σ 7−→m El [loc],σ′
whereloc /∈ dom(σ) andσ′ = σ⊎{loc 7→ v}

El [get(||loc||l )],σ 7−→m El [‖v‖l ],σ
whereσ = σ′⊎{loc 7→ v}

El [set(||loc||l ,v′)],σ 7−→m El [‖loc‖l ],σ′
whereσ = σ′′⊎{loc 7→ v} andσ′ = σ′′⊎{loc 7→ v′}

El [monk,l
j (ref/c(κ),v)],σ 7−→m El [G{v (κ k l j)}],σ

El [get(||γ||l )],σ 7−→m El [‖monk,l
j (κ,get(v))‖l ],σ

whereγ = G{v (κ k l j)}
El [set(||γ||l , ||v′||l )],σ 7−→m

El [‖(λx.monk,l
j (ref/c(κ),set(v,monl ,k

j (κ,x)))) v′′‖l ],σ
whereγ = G{v (κ k l j)} andv′′ = ‖v′‖l

Figure 5.3: Operations on mutable data

The definition of the reduction relation for CPCF! demands somepreparation.

Locations require the addition of a store, which changes theshape of states. They

now have two parts:e and σ. The reduction relation now describes transitions
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between such states:El [e],σ 7−→mEl [e′],σ′. Moreover we derive additional evalu-

ation contexts for the new operators just like for the primitive operators in CPCF.

The reduction rules for CPCF become reduction rules for CPCF! after adding

the same store on both sides of each rule. The additional operations on mutable

data, see figure 5.3, are straightforward when they are performed directly on store

locations. They only fire when the context owns the location in order to guarantee

that a component can read or write to properly acquired cells. Things become in-

teresting when a component other than the creator and owner of the location tries to

access or modify the location’s contents. Doing so requiresa guardG{v (κ k l j)}.

Guards are the result of a monitor of a contractref/c(κ) on a valuev. They con-

tain the guarded value, the contractκ and the labels that decorate the monitor. A

get(||γ||l ) opens the guardγ and delegates theget operation to the value that re-

sides inγ. Moreover it wraps the result with a monitor built out of the contract and

the labels fromγ. This ensures that the contract is checked when the host compo-

nent tries to use the value obtained from the location.

Writing a valuev′ to a mutable cell via a guardγ is also delegated to the value

that resides inγ; v′ is wrapped with the appropriate contract monitor. However,

in this case the semantics must take into account two other factors. First, aset

operation creates a flow of values in the opposite direction than aget operation.

Thus the server for the new content of the location should be the client for the old

one and vice versa. Second, the result ofset should be the same guardγ as the

one applied on the operation. This ensures that the locationremains protected. To

achieve this, the reduction rule reverses the labels on the monitor of the term that is

written in the location and wraps the whole operation with a monitor that is going

to reproduceγ. Finally the rule expands the operation into a function application

so thatv′ becomes explicitly decorated with the label of the host component before

written to the location.
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Proving thatindy CPCF! is a complete monitor follows the same pattern as for

CPCF. We first adapt the definition of complete monitoring to a store semantics.

Definition 5.3.1(Complete Monitors for CPCF!). A contract semantics m specifies

a complete monitoriff for all well typed terms e0 such that∅; lo  e0,

• e0,∅ 7−→
∗
mv,σ1 or,

• for all terms e1 and storesσ1 such that e0,∅ 7−→∗me1,σ1 there exists term e2

and storeσ2 such that e1,σ1 7−→me2,σ2 or,

• e0,∅ 7−→
∗
me1,σ1 7−→

∗
merrork

j ,σ2, e1 is of the form El [monk,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄ ,v)]

and for all such terms e1, v= ‖v1‖
k and k∈ l̄.

Then we generalize well-formedness for source code and contracts to inter-

mediate terms and prove preservation and progress lemmas. Generalized well-

formedness consists of two new judgments,Σ;Γ; l  eandΣ;Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

The most important modification to the corresponding generalized judgment

for well-formed CPCF terms and contracts is the introduction of store ownership,

which establishes that the store is well-formed. The store ownership relates loca-

tions and owners. A store is well-formed if its content is well-formed under the

owner store ownership points to:

for all loc∈ dom(Σ), Σ;∅;Σ(loc)  σ(loc)
Σ∼ σ

This is necessary for the same reason that store typing is necessary to prove type

soundness for languages with mutable data; it admits circularity in the store.

The generalized judgment for well-formed terms and contracts is almost the

same as the corresponding well-formed judgments in CPCF. The differences are

the additional rules for store operations and that togetherwith the environment, it

propagates the ownership typing. There are also rules for guards and locations, the

intermediate terms of CPCF!:
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Σ(loc) = l

Σ;Γ; l  loc

Σ;Γ;k v Σ;Γ;{k, l};{k, l}; j ⊲ κ
Σ;Γ; l  G{‖v‖k (κ k l j)}

A location is well-formed only under the owner according to the store ownership.

Well-formed guards are only those where the guarded value isexplicitly annotated

as owned by the component with the positive label (k) in the guard. Furthermore,

the contractκ must be also well-formed. The last label (j) serves as the owner of

the contract’s code. Since guards are used to protect locations and locations can

be used by components both for writing and reading, both the negative labell and

positive labelk must be responsible for the positive and negative pieces ofκ.

Furthermore we need to extend the CPCF rules for loosely well-formed terms

with store ownership. We also add two rules due to store related operations:

Σ;Γ; l  e

Σ;Γ; l � get(‖e‖l )

Σ;Γ; l  e1 Σ;Γ; l  e2

Σ;Γ; l � set(‖e1‖
l ,e2)

Theget andset operators are loosely well-formed if the term in the position of

the mutable cell is tagged with the owner of the operation. The reduction semantics

guarantees that reducing the operation produces a term explicitly owned byl .

We can now show that theindy semantics is a complete monitor for CPCF!

using the technique of the preceding section.

Theorem 5.3.2. 7−→i is a complete monitor.

Proof. As a direct consequence of lemmas 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 we obtain that for all

well typed termse0, if ∅; lo  e0,

• e0,∅ 7−→
∗
i v,σ or,

• e0,∅ 7−→
∗
i e1,σ1 and for alle1, e1 7−→i e2,σ2 or,

• e0,∅ 7−→
∗
i error

k
j ,σ2.

For the last case, since∅; lo  e0 we know thaterrork
j does not occur ine0. Thus

it must be a result of reduction. The only reduction rule thatintroduceserrork
j is:
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El
2[check

k
j(||ff||

j ,v)],σ 7−→mE†
2[error

k
j ],σ. Also E†

1[error
k
j ],σ 7−→i error

k
j ,σ.

Again checkk
j(e,v) does not occur ine0 because∅; lo  e0. Hence it must be also

a result of reduction. The only rule that introduces checks is:

El
1[mon

k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)],σ 7−→i E

l
1[check

k
j(e b,b)],σ.

From the above information we deduce:

e0,∅ 7−→
∗
i El

1[mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)],σ1

7−→i El
1[check

k
j(e b,b)],σ1

7−→∗i El
2[check

k
j(||ff||

j ,v)],σ2

7−→i El
2[error

k
j ],σ2

7−→i error
k
j ,σ2.

From lemma 5.3.4, we derive that forΣ1 such thatΣ1∼ σ1,

Σ1;∅; lo  El
1[mon

k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)].

Subsequently by lemma 5.3.6 we obtainΣ1;∅; l  mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
). From

the rules for well formed terms we get||b||l
′
= ‖v1‖

k andk∈ l̄ ′. Finally combining

the above results entail that7−→i is a complete monitor.

Lemma 5.3.3. (Progress) For all well typed terms e, well typed storesσ and store

ownershipsΣ such thatΣ;∅; l  e andΣ∼σ, e= v or e= errork
j or e,σ 7−→i e0,σ′.

Proof. From lemma 5.3.5 we know that there existe′, l andEl such thate= El [e′].

Via lemma 5.3.6 and byΣ;∅; lo  e we deriveΣ;∅; l  e′. We proceed by case

analysis on the form ofe′:

• e′ = v1+v2: By type soundness for CPCF! we get thatv1 = ||n1||
k and

v2 = ||n2||
j . SinceΣ;∅; l  e′, from the inference rules for well-formed

terms we deduceΣ;∅; l  ||n1||
k andΣ;∅; l  ||n2||

j . With additional uses of

well-formedness we obtaink = j. Thus according to the reduction relation

e7−→i El [n] wheren= n1+n2.
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• The rest of the cases are similar to the first.

Lemma 5.3.4.(Preservation) For all terms e, storesσ and store ownershipsΣ such

thatΣ;∅; lo  e andΣ∼ σ if e,σ 7−→i e0,σ′, there existsΣ′ such thatΣ⊆ Σ′, Σ′ ∼ σ′

andΣ′; lo;∅  e0.

Proof. We proceed by case analysis on the reduction ofe:

• El [||n1||
l + ||n2||

l ],σ 7−→i El [n],σ: By assumptionΣ∼ σ andΣ;∅; lo  e. For

the latter lemma 5.3.6 implies thatΣ;∅; l  ||n1||
l + ||n2||

l . We can use the

same label to checkn via the inference rules, i.e.,Σ;∅; l  n. Hence, from

lemma 5.3.8Σ;∅; lo  El [n].

• The cases for other primitive operations, conditionals, checks and errors are

similar to the first.

• El [µx.e],σ 7−→i El [{‖µx.e‖l/x}e],σ: By assumption and lemma 5.3.6, we

conclude thatΣ;∅; l  µx.e and Σ ∼ σ. The inference rules implyΣ;{x :

l}; l  e. Via lemmas 5.3.10, 5.3.12 and 5.3.13 we conclude thatΣ;∅; l 

{‖µx.e‖l/x}e. From lemma 5.3.8 we obtainΣ;∅; lo  El [{‖µx.e‖l/x}e].

• El [vf ||v||l ],σ 7−→i El [‖{‖v‖l/x}e0‖
l ],σ wherevf = ||λx.e0||

l : Again by as-

sumption and with the help of lemma 5.3.6, we conclude thatΣ;∅; l  vf ||v||l

andΣ ∼ σ. Therefore,Σ;∅; l  ||λx.e0||
l andΣ;∅; l  ||v||l . The inference

rules implyΣ;{x : l}; l  e0. SinceΣ;∅; l  v still holds, we conclude again

via another use of lemmas 5.3.10, 5.3.12 and 5.3.13 thatΣ;∅; l  {‖v‖l/x}e0.

Finally the desired conclusionΣ;∅; lo  El [‖{‖v‖l/x}e0‖
l ] is derived from

the above antecedents and lemma 5.3.8 ifvf = λx.e0 or from the above an-

tecedents and lemma 5.3.9 otherwise.

• Let e= El [monk,l
j (⌊flat(ec)⌋

l̄ ′ , ||b||l
′
)]. The reduction rules dictate that

e,σ 7−→i E
l [checkk

j(ec b,b)],σ.
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The assumptions implyΣ;∅; l  mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(ec)⌋

l̄ ′ , ||b||l
′
) via lemma 5.3.6

andΣ∼ σ. Hence,ec = ‖e′c‖
j with Σ;∅; j  e′c. Furthermore, the same rea-

soning yieldsl ′ = k andΣ;∅;k  b. We trivially obtain thatΣ;∅; l  b and

Σ;∅; j  b. ThusΣ;∅; j � ‖e′c‖
j b. Since the rules for well-formed expres-

sions implyΣ;∅; l  checkk
j((ec b),b) is well-formed, the desired conclusion

follows immediately.

• Let e= El [monk,l
j (κ1 7→ κ2,v)]. According to the reduction relation

e,σ 7−→i E
l [λx.monk,l

j (κ2,v mon
l ,k
j (κ1,x))],σ.

Applying the usual method, we getΣ;∅; l  mon
k,l
j (κ1 7→ κ2,v), v = ‖v0‖

k,

Σ;∅;k v0, andΣ∼ σ. The contract check yields two pieces of knowledge:

Σ;∅;{l};{k}; j ⊲ κ1

and

Σ;∅;{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ2.

From an additional application of the inference rules for well-formedness we

getΣ;{x : l};k � v monl ,k
j (κ1,x) and, using lemmas 5.3.11 and 5.3.14,Σ;{x :

l}; l  mon
k,l
j (κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x)). Finally from a last application of the infer-

ence rules for well-formedness we getΣ;∅; l  λx.monk,l
j (κ2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x)).

• El [monk,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v)],σ 7−→i e0,σ where

e0 = El [λx.monk,l
j (κ′2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x))]

and

κ′2 = {mon
l , j
j (κ1,x)/

cx}κ2 :

From assumptions we know thatΣ∼σ and via lemma 5.3.6 we deriveΣ;∅; l 

mon
k,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v). Thus,v= ‖v‖k with Σ;∅;k v, but also

Σ;∅;{l};{k, j}; j ⊲ κ1
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and

Σ;{x : j};{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ2 .

The rest of this argument uses the same strategy as the preceding case, except

that we use lemmas 5.3.15 and 5.3.16 to derive the key result,Σ;{x : l}; l 

mon
k,l
j (κ′2,v mon

l ,k
j (κ1,x)).

• El [monk,l
j (ref/c(κ),v)],σ 7−→i El [G{v (κ k l j)}],σ: By assumptions and

lemma 5.3.6 we obtainΣ ∼ σ andΣ;∅; l  mon
k,l
j (ref/c(κ),v). Using the

inference rules for well formed terms we extract from the latter v = ‖v0‖
k,

Σ;Γ;k  v0 and Σ;Γ;{k, l};{k, l}; j ⊲ κ. Thus with another application of

the inference rules for well formed terms we get the essential resultΣ;∅; l 

G{v (κ k l j)}.

• El [ref(v)],σ 7−→i El [loc],σ⊎ {loc 7→ v}: Since loc /∈ dom(σ) and Σ ∼ σ,

from lemma 5.3.17 we getΣ⊎{loc : l};∅; lo El [ref(v)]. As in the previous

cases from lemma 5.3.6, we concludeΣ⊎{loc : l};∅; l  v. Via the definition

of well formed store the above judgment impliesΣ⊎{loc : l} ∼ σ⊎{loc 7→

v}. Finally from the inference rules for well formed terms we obtainΣ⊎{loc :

l};∅; l  loc.

• El [get(vl )],σ 7−→i El [‖v‖l ],σ whereσ = σ′⊎{loc 7→ v} andvl = ||loc||l : As

in the previous cases, we deriveΣ ∼ σ′ ⊎ {loc 7→ v}. ThusΣ;∅; l  v. If

vl = loc from lemma 5.3.8 we get the desired resultΣ;∅; lo  El [||v||l ] else

we reach the same conclusion via lemma 5.3.9.

• El [set(||loc||l ,v′)],σ 7−→i El [‖loc‖l ],σ′ whereσ = σ′′⊎{loc 7→ v} andσ′ =

σ′′⊎{loc 7→ v′}: Following the usual path, we deriveΣ∼ σ′′⊎{loc 7→ v} and

Σ;∅; l  v′. By the definition of well formed store we getΣ ∼ σ′′⊎{loc 7→

v′} and by the inference rules for well formed terms we concludeΣ;∅; l 

||loc||l . Finally we show thatΣ;∅; lo  El [‖loc‖l ] like in the previous case.
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• El [get(||γ||l )],σ 7−→i El [‖monk,l
j (κ,get(v))‖l ],σ whereγ = G{v (κ k l j)}:

By assumptions and lemma 5.3.6 we getΣ∼σ andΣ;∅; l  get(||γ||l ). From

the inference rules for well formed terms we deriveΣ;∅; l  γ, v = ‖v0‖
k,

Σ;∅;k  v0 and Σ;Γ;{k, l};{k, l}; j ⊲ κ. Hence, we inferΣ;∅;k � v and,

via lemma 5.3.16,Σ;Γ;{k};{l}; j ⊲ κ. The above judgments implyΣ;Γ; l 

‖monk,l
j (κ,get(v))‖l which entails our goal via lemma 5.3.8 or lemma 5.3.9

like in the previous case.

• El [set(||γ||l ,v′)],σ 7−→i e0,σ whereγ = G{v (κ k l j)}, e0 = El [e1] and

e1 = ‖(λx.monk,l
j (ref/c(κ),set(v,monl ,k

j (κ,x)))) v′‖l :

With the same method as in the previous cases we obtainΣ∼ σ andΣ;∅; l 

set(||γ||l ,v′). From the inference rules for well formed terms we getΣ;∅; l 

γ, v= ‖v0‖
k, Σ;∅;k v0, Σ;∅; l  v′ andΣ;Γ;{k, l};{k, l}; j ⊲ κ. We put all

the pieces together and we obtain

Σ;Γ⊎{x : l}; l  mon
k,l ′

j (ref/c(κ),set(v,monl ′,k
j (κ,x))).

With another use of the inference rules for well formed termswe conclude

Σ;Γ; l  λx.monk,l
j (ref/c(κ),set(v,monl ′,k

j (κ,x))). Thus, also,Σ;Γ; l  e1.

Finally the desired resultΣ;Γ; loe0 is produced with the help of lemma 5.3.8

or lemma 5.3.9 like before.

Lemma 5.3.5.(Unique Decomposition) Let e and e′ terms such that e6= v and e6=

errork
j , and e′= v0opv1 or e′= zero?(v) or e′= if v0 e1 e2 or e′= checkk

j(v0,v1)

or e′ = v1 v2 or e′ = µx.e0 or e′ = ref(v) or e′ = get(v) or e′ = set(v1,v2) or

e′ = mon
k,l
j (κ,v) or e′ = errork

j , there are unique l′ and El ′ such that e= El ′[e′].

Proof. By induction on the size ofe.

Lemma 5.3.6. If Σ;∅; l  Ek[e] thenΣ;∅;k e.
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Proof. By induction on the size ofEk with the help of lemma 5.3.7 for the induc-

tive case.

Lemma 5.3.7. If Σ;∅; l  Elo[e] thenΣ;∅; l  e.

Proof. By induction on the size ofElo.

Lemma 5.3.8. If Σ;∅; l  Ek[e], Σ;∅;k 6� e andΣ;∅;k e′ thenΣ;∅; l  Ek[e′].

Proof. By induction on the size ofEk.

Lemma 5.3.9.If Σ;∅; l Ek[e], Σ;∅;k� e andΣ;∅;k e′ thenΣ;∅; l Ek[‖e′‖k].

Proof. By induction on the size ofEk.

Lemma 5.3.10.If Σ;Γ⊎{x : k}; l  e,Σ;Γ⊎{x : k}; j  ‖e0‖
k, then

Σ;Γ⊎{x : k}; l  {‖e0‖
k/x}e.

Proof. By mutual induction on the height ofΣ;Γ⊎{x : k}; l  e andΣ;Γ⊎{x :

k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Lemma 5.3.11.If Σ;Γ; l  e and x/∈ dom(Γ), Σ;Γ⊎{x : k}; l  e.

Proof. By mutual induction on the height ofΣ;Γ; l  eand andΣ;Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Lemma 5.3.12.If Σ;Γ; l  e and x/∈ dom(Γ), then x/∈ F V (e).

Proof. By mutual induction on the height ofΣ;Γ; l  eandΣ;Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Lemma 5.3.13.If Σ;Γ⊎{x : k}; l  e and x/∈ F V (e), thenΣ;Γ; l  e.

Proof. By mutual induction on the height ofΣ;Γ⊎{x : k}; l  e andΣ;Γ⊎{x :

k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ .

Lemma 5.3.14.If Σ;Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ and x/∈ dom(Γ), thenΣ;Γ⊎{x : k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.
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Proof. By induction on the height ofΣ;Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ using lemma 5.3.11 for the

flat contracts case.

Lemma 5.3.15.If Σ;Γ⊎{x : j}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ andΣ;Γ⊎{x : k}; l  mon
k,l
j (κ′,x), then

Σ;Γ⊎{x : k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ {monk,l
j (κ′,x)/cx}κ.

Proof. By induction on the height ofΣ;Γ⊎{x : j}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ. For the flat contracts

case we employ lemma 5.3.10.

Lemma 5.3.16.If Σ;Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ, k̄′ ⊆ k̄ andl̄ ′ ⊆ l̄ thenΣ;Γ; k̄′; l̄ ′; j ⊲ κ.

Proof. By induction on the height ofΣ;Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Lemma 5.3.17.Let storeσ and store ownershipΣ such thatΣ ∼ σ. If Σ;Γ; l  e

and loc/∈ dom(σ), Σ⊎{loc : k};Γ; l  e.

Proof. By induction on the height ofΣ⊎{loc : k};Γ; l  e.

5.4 Complete Monitors and the Blame Theorem

Typed Racket [68] enables mixing typed modules with untyped Racket modules.

Type-like contracts prevent untyped code from violating the type discipline when

interacting with typed code. Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen [67] define and prove

the soundness of this approach in a multi-lingual setting via a so-called Blame

Theorem, a name due to Wadler and Findler [70], which establishes that a program

execution can only raise contract violations in the untypedpart.

To prove type soundness for an imperative version of this system we create

an untyped sister language of CPCF!, UCPCF!, with a shared term syntax, and

prove the corresponding blame theorem exploiting completemonitoring for CPCF!.

As CPCF! has only base types, function types, and reference types, it suffices to
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consider only the corresponding contracts:

κ = ⌊I⌋l̄ | ⌊B⌋l̄ | κ 7→ κ | ref/c(κ)

This restriction enables a series of additional simplifications in our framework.

First, flat contracts contain only built-in predicates and not arbitrary code. Thus

their code is not the property of any specific party. This decision is reflected in

simplified rules for well-formed flat contracts:

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ ⌊I⌋k̄ Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ ⌊B⌋k̄

Second, the omission of dependent function contracts makesthe distinction

betweenlax, pickyandindy irrelevant. We use7−→ without any subscript to denote

the reduction relation for UCPCF!.

Third, checking of flat contracts does not require the special check construct:

El [monk,l
j (⌊I⌋l̄

′
, ||n||l

′
)],σ 7−→ El [n],σ

El [monk,l
j (⌊I⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)],σ 7−→ El [errork

j ],σ if b 6= n

El [monk,l
j (⌊B⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)],σ 7−→ El [b],σ if b∈ {tt,ff}

El [monk,l
j (⌊B⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)],σ 7−→ El [errork

j ],σ if b /∈ {tt,ff}

The untyped nature of UCPCF! obliges us to extend the reductionrelation of

the language. Type soundness for CPCF! allowed us to ignore redexes such as

||v1||
l ||v2||

l wherev1 is not a function. In UCPCF! such statescanoccur. We deal

with them by introducing dynamic type errorserrorl
T wherel is the owner of the

hole in which the ill-formed redex occurs.

This change must be propagated to our definition of complete monitoring. The

definition of the property includes an extra case for run-time type errors.

Definition 5.4.1(Complete Monitors for UCPCF!). A contract semantics m speci-

fies acomplete monitoriff for all terms e0 such that∅; lo  e0,
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• e0,∅ 7−→
∗
mv,σ or,

• e0,∅ 7−→
∗
merror

l
T ,σ or,

• for all terms e1 and storesσ1 such that e0,∅ 7−→∗me1,σ1 there exists term e2

and storeσ2 such that e1,σ1 7−→me2,σ2 or,

• e0,∅ 7−→
∗
me1,σ1 7−→

∗
merrork

j ,σ2, j 6= T , e1 is of the form El [monk,l
j (⌊I⌋l̄

′
,v)]

or e1 is of the form El [monk,l
j (⌊B⌋l̄

′
,v)] and for all such e1, v= ‖v1‖

k and k∈ l̄.

The addition of run-time type errors does not eliminate all stuck states. The

single owner policy still must hold for a redex to reduce. We can show, though, that

these stuck states are not reachable and establish that7−→ is a complete monitor for

UCPCF!.

Theorem 5.4.2. 7−→ is a complete monitor.

Proof. As a direct consequence of lemmas 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 we obtain that for all

termse0, if ∅; lo  e0,

• e0,∅ 7−→
∗ v,σ or,

• e0,∅ 7−→
∗errorl

T ,σ or,

• for all termse1 and storesσ1 such thate0,∅ 7−→
∗e1,σ1 there exists terme2

and storeσ2 such thate1,σ1 7−→e2,σ2 or,

• e0,∅ 7−→
∗e1,σ1 7−→

∗errork
j ,σ2 where j 6= T .

For the last case, since∅;∅; lo e0 we know thaterrork
j does not occur ine0. Thus

it must be a result of reduction. The only reduction rules that introduceerrork
j are:

El [monk,l
j (⌊I⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)],σ 7−→ El [errork

j ],σ if b 6= n

El [monk,l
j (⌊I⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)],σ 7−→ El [errork

j ],σ if b /∈ {tt,ff}.
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From the above information we deduce:

e0 7−→El [monk,l
j (⌊I⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)],σ 7−→El [errork

j ],σ 7−→errork
j ,σ

e0 7−→El [monk,l
j (⌊I⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)],σ 7−→El [errork

j ],σ 7−→errork
j ,σ.

From the rules for well formed terms we get||b||l
′
= ‖v1‖

k andk ∈ l̄ ′ and the

extra conditions of the last case are satisfied trivially. Finally combining the above

results entail that7−→ is a complete monitor.

Lemma 5.4.3. (Progress) For all terms e, storesσ and store ownershipsΣ such

that Σ;∅; l  e andΣ∼ σ, e= v or e= errork
j or e,σ 7−→e0,σ′.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of lemma 5.3.3. The differences are the follow-

ing:

1. Additional cases for not well typed terms that reduce to a term with a dynamic

type error in the hole of the evaluation context.

2. Modified cases for well typed terms where the redex is a monitor of a flat

contract. These redexes reduce to a term with a value or a contract error in

the hole of the evaluation context.

Lemma 5.4.4.(Preservation) For all terms e, storesσ and store ownershipsΣ such

thatΣ;∅; lo  e andΣ∼ σ if e,σ 7−→e0,σ′, there existsΣ′ such thatΣ⊆ Σ′, Σ′ ∼ σ′

andΣ′; lo;∅  e0.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of lemma 5.3.4. The differences are the follow-

ing:

1. Additional cases for reductions that produce dynamic type errors in the hole

of the evaluation context. These reductions trivially produce well-formed

terms.
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2. Additional cases for reductions for flat contracts that donot produce type

errors. These reductions trivially produce well-formed terms.

Since CPCF! and UCPCF! share the same source code syntax, there isa subset

of UCPCF! programs that are well-typed under CPCF!’s sound type system. We

can extend CPCF!’s type system to allow for embedding of untyped UCPCF! code.

For simplicity we assume that there are only two component labels:u for untyped

code andt for typed code. We useS ,Su,G ⊢ e : τ to express that a terme has type

τ given type environmentG , store typingS and untyped locationsSu:

S ,Su,G ⊢ e

S ,Su,G ⊢ monu,t
j (κ,e) : T JκK

S ,Su,G ⊢ v

S ,Su,G ⊢ G{v (κ u t j)} : T JκK

The meta-functionT maps a contract to the corresponding type. For flat con-

tracts,T J⌊I⌋k̄K = N andT J⌊B⌋k̄K = B.

The judgmentS ,Su,G ⊢ e denotes that any typed code embedded in untyped

code is well-typed. The judgment structurally decomposese. Things become more

interesting when a sub-term is typed:

S ,Su,G ⊢ e : T JκK

S ,Su,G ⊢ mont,u
j (κ,e)

S ,Su,G ⊢ v : T Jref/c(κ)K
S ,Su,G ⊢ G{v (κ t u j)}

Free variables and locations in typed code can only originate from typed code.

G andS record this information. This goes hand in hand with the ideathat a well-

formed term can refer only to variables and locations of the same owner as the term

and writing and reading foreign mutable cells can be done only through guards. In

turn, Su tracks all the untyped locations. We use it to make sure that typed and

untyped locations are disjoint.

We can now state and prove the Blame Theorem.

Theorem 5.4.5.(Blame Theorem) For all UCPCF! terms e0 such that∅,∅,∅ ⊢ e0

and∅;u e0, e0,∅ 6 7−→
∗errort

j ,σ0.
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Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of a standard reduction technique based

on the typed/untyped preservation lemma 5.4.6 and of complete monitoring for

UCPCF!. For the preservation lemma we need to define an extension of store typing

and store correspondence:

dom(S)∩Su =∅ dom(S)∪Su = dom(σ)
for all loc∈ dom(S), S ,Su,∅ ⊢ σ(loc) : S(loc)

S ,Su∼ σ

Lemma 5.4.6.(Typed/Untyped Preservation) IfS ,Su,∅ ⊢ e,Σ;∅;u e,S ,Su∼ σ,

and e,σ 7−→e′,σ′ thenS ′,Su′ ∼ σ′, S ⊆ S ′, Su⊆ Su′, andS ′,Su′,∅ ⊢ e′.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of the evaluation trace. Type sound-

ness for CPCF! and complete monitoring for UCPCF! help us reduce the case anal-

ysis to three disjoint groups: redexes that involve only untyped terms are not mon-

itors or guards, redexes that consist only of typed terms that are not monitors or

guards, and redexes that manipulate monitors or guards. Thefirst category can

only produce type or contract errors blaming the untyped code. The second cate-

gory can produce no errors. The third category deserves a detailed analysis. Lets

look at these three cases one by one:

1. The redexe involves only untyped code terms that are not monitors or guards.

We know thatS ,Su,∅ ⊢ e. By complete monitoring and the single owner

policy it enforces we deduce that such a reduction can eitherraiseerroru
T if

e is not well typed or step to an untyped terme′. By complete monitoring,

S ,Su,∅ ⊢ e′ and hence, we conclude that the result of the reduction preserves

the subject.

2. The redexe involves only typed code terms that are not monitors or guards.

We know thatS ,Su,∅ ⊢ e : τ for someτ. By complete monitoring and type

soundness for CPCF! we deduce that such a redex can only step to atyped
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terme′ such thatS ,Su,∅ ⊢ e′ : τ . Like in the previous case we conclude that

the result of the reduction preserves the subject.

3. The redex involves monitors or guards. Since typed and untyped code have

different owners we know, from complete monitoring, that these reductions

concern the manipulation of contract monitors between typed and untyped

code. For each such reduction we need to consider both the sub-case where

the positive label on the monitor or guard isu and the negative label ist and

the reverse case. Because of blame correctness, the first sub-case arises when

typed code is executed and the second when untyped code is executed. Note

that for all ill-formed redexes that can show up in the untyped sub-case, a

type errorerroru
T is raised and the subject is preserved trivially. Ill-formed

redexes cannot show up in typed subcase by the definition ofS ,Su,∅ ⊢ e0.

Thus anerrort
T cannot be raised in this case either. So in any case we do

not need to further consider reductions that raise type errors. Let us see here

both sub-cases for the most interesting reduction:

• Evaluation of untyped code:

Eu[set(||γ||u,v′)],σ 7−→Eu[e′],σ

wherev′ = ||v0||
l , γ = G{v (κ t u j)}, v′′ = ‖v0‖

l and

e′ = ‖(λx.mont,u
j (ref/c(κ),set(v,monu,t

j (κ,x)))) v′′‖u.

The choice of the labels in the resulting term is due to complete moni-

toring. All we need to show in this case is that

S ,Su,∅ ⊢ mont,u
j (ref/c(κ),set(v,monu,t

j (κ,x))) : T Jref/c(κ)K.

By inversion, this boils down to proving thatS ,Su,∅⊢ v : T Jref/c(κ)K

and S ,Su,∅ ⊢ mon
u,t
j (κ,x) : T JκK. The first is a consequence of the
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fact that the left hand side of the reduction meets the subject and the

second falls out for the definition of the subject. Thus in this sub-case

the subject is preserved.

• Evaluation of typed code:

Et [set(||γ||t ,v′)],σ 7−→Et [e′],σ

wheree′= ‖(λx.monu,t
j (ref/c(κ),set(v,mont,u

j (κ,x)))) v′′‖t , v′= ||v0||
l ,

v′′ = ‖v0‖
l and γ = G{v (κ u t j)}. Again the label unification is

dictated by complete monitoring. We must establishS ,Su,∅ ⊢ e′ :

T Jref/c(κ)K. For this it suffices to show thatS ,Su,{x : τ} ⊢ x : T JκK.

In order for the last judgment to holdτ must be equal toT JκK. We

obtain this from the construction of theλ-term and the assumption that

S ,Su,∅ ⊢ v′ : T JκK. We conclude that in this last sub-case the subject

is preserved.

The proof of the theorem benefits greatly from complete monitoring as it allows

us to reduce the space of the proof cases. For instance when typed code retrieves

values from the store, complete monitoring guarantees thatthose are either the

property of typed code and thus, from type soundness for CPCF!,they are well-

typed, or they come from the untyped code and thus they are wrapped in a contract

monitor. This observation reduces the proof cases essentially to only those that

create new contract monitors. There we utilize the subject introduced in this section

to make sure that the new monitors that contain terms from thetyped party are

protecting the code with contracts that correspond to theirtype.

In essence the proof of the Blame Theorem says that typed termse can only

show up inside monitors of the formmont,u
j (κ,e) and that for someS , Su andG ,

S ,Su,G ⊢ e : T JκK. Since type safety guarantees that type errorserrort
T do not

emerge in any case, we must simply rule out contract errors blaming the typed
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code. From complete monitoring, this requires a failure of acontract check of

the formmon
t,u
j (κ, ||b||t) whereκ is a flat contract. However, this is impossible

since∅,∅,∅ ⊢ b : T JκK and by the semantics for flat contract monitors and the

translation of contracts to types no such check can fail. Thus no error blaming the

typed code ever occurs.





CHAPTER 6

Option Contracts with Complete Monitoring13

6.1 Contracts: Correctness or Efficiency?

When programming languages provide expressive power to specify and enforce

invariants, good programmers try to exploit every bit of it.Thus, hackers like

Haskell [52] because its type system is a novel kind of tool for static checking.

Programmers compelled to work with mainstream languages exploit assertions to

dynamically check the state of executions at important steps. In languages with

contracts—assertions on interfaces between components—programmers often start

with simple checks that ensure basic properties and work their way toward complete

correctness.

Since checking complete correctness tends to impose a largecomputational

cost, algorithmicists have developed so-calledspot checkers, algorithms that prob-

abilistically check the correctness of the results of functions and methods and the

contents of data structures [2, 5, 14, 17, 28, 29]. In the world of higher-order con-

tracts [32], we have observed a similar phenomenon with the use of random testing

of objects or closures passed to or returned from functions and methods, such as

the example of the contract ford/dx from sections 3.1 and 4.1.

13This chapter reports work in collaboration with Ahmed, Sabry and Felleisen [25].
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Consider, another example: the contract of a search functionon a large vector

v. Binary search works efficiently in this case but requires that v is sorted. If we

add asorted? contract that checks all ofv, we radically alter its complexity. An

alternative specify thatv is locally sorted. See figure 6.1 for the essence of this

contract, written in Racket’s contract notation [35] where we have representedv

with an access function.

;; searches a sorted vector v in [0,N) for element e
;; v is represented as a mapping from [0,N) to reals
[search
(->i ([e number?]

[N index?]
[v (N) ((->sorted@i N) index? number?)])

#:pre (v N) (for/and ((count K)) [v (random N)])
[index-of-e (N) (or/c false/c (</c N))])]

...

;; contract: ensures for each access v[i] that
;; v[i-1] <= v[i] <= v[i+1]
;; (if v[i-1] and v[i+1] exist)
(define ((->sorted@i s) dom rng) ...)

Figure 6.1: Binary search, with randomly checked contracts

Since contracts are coded in the full-fledged language, we can supplement it

with an additional#:pre-condition (underlined) that looks atK randomly cho-

sen points inv. If this Boolean loop produces true, we know thatv is sorted

around these random points because the application[v (random N)] checks the

->sorted@i property. While this contract is less precise than an assertion that

v is completely sorted, it does increase our confidence and it does not affect the

asymptotic complexity ofsearch.

Unfortunately the injection of random testing into conventional interface con-

tracts adds uncertainty to the software development and maintenance process. In
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particular, if a contract fails, the contract system shouldnot blame just a single

component—after all, other components consume randomly tested values as if

they are checked for the advertised property. Hence the error could have origi-

nated somewhere else, meaning the blame assignment of the contract system can

no longer serve as a starting point for the debugging process. Worse, if the creators

of components do not trust the random testing in the contractof some server com-

ponent, they cannot opt out. The contract system lacks the expressiveness to just

say no.

This chapter presents a contract system that overcomes these problems and

naturally accommodates the marriage of contracts and probabilistic (or random)

checking. The key innovation is the contract combinatoroption/c, which com-

bines a contractc and a testing proceduret into anoptioncontract. The contract

system checks whether a valuev satisfiesc by applyingt to v guarded withc.

Oncet succeeds,c is disabled until a consumer of the value exercises the contract

option and reinstatesc.

Option contracts correspond to options in the business world in the same way

as Eiffel’s contracts are analogous to business contracts.An option contract is not

in force until the option is exercised but the option can be traded on its own. In

the world of software components, a component may import a value via an option

contract byaccepting it as is or by exercising the option. Anaccept means

that the importing component agrees to shoulder joint responsibility for this value.

Exercising an option means that the contract system extracts contractc and uses

it to monitor the value’s behavior. If anything goes wrong after an option is ex-

ercised, the contract system will blameall componentsthat accepted to share

responsibility for an obligation.

With an option contract system, programmers can freely use probabilistic spot

checkers and random testing in contracts to lower the cost ofcontract checking. The
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#lang racket+options ;; revised-binary

(provide
(contract-out
;; searches a sorted vector v in [0,N) for element e
;; v is represented as a mapping from [0,N) to reals
[search
(->i ([e number?]

[N index?]
[v (N) (option/c ((->sorted@i N) index? number?)

(spot-check-v N))]
[index-of-e (N) (or/c false/c (</c N))]))]))

;; contract: ensures for each access v[i] that
;; v[i-1] <= v[i] <= v[i+1]
;; (if v[i-1] and v[i+1] exist)
(define ((->sorted@i s) dom rng) ...)

;; exercises the contract on v for 10 indexes in [0,N)
(define ((spot-check-v N) v)
(for/and ((count (log N)))
(define index (random N))
(= (search [v index]) index)))

...

Figure 6.2: Binary search, with option contracts

use ofoption/c signals to both the client of a component and the contract system

that properties are partially checked. A client can protectitself by exercising the

option contract. The contract system knows to blame all components that propagate

some randomly checked value.

The rest of the chapter starts with a section that illustrates the design of op-

tion contracts with some example. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 formalize the semantics

of the new contract system and prove that it satisfies the “complete monitor” prop-

erty from chapter 4. Section 6.5 presents some evidence thatoption contracts are

practically feasible and relevant.
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6.2 Option Contracts by Example

To understand the pragmatics of option contracts, we have implemented an ex-

tension of Racket—calledracket+options—with two additions to the contract

system:option/c andaccept. The first combines a contractc with a testing

predicatet. When a module exports or imports a function (or vector or object) f

via an option contract, the contract system constructs a wrapper function fromc

andf and supplies the wrapper to the tester. If the wrapper signals a mistake or

if the tester producesfalse, the contract system signals a contract violation. If it

succeeds, the contract system returns the wrapper with thecontract disabled. The

second construct isaccept, which imports an option contractwithoutexercising

the option. In contrast, the regular Racket import specification, calledrequire,

exercises the contract option, meaning itenablesc and uses it to monitor the be-

havior off. This section uses illustrative examples to demonstrate the workings of

option/c andaccept; it does not aim to explain their pragmatics.

Figure 6.2 sketches therevised-binary module, which is a realistic reformu-

lation of the interface fragment in figure 6.1 based on a spot-checker [28]. The

tester picks logN random vector indexes whereN is the size of the vector, ex-

tracts the respective elements andsearches for these elements. The test fails if

any of the binary searches return an index different from thechosen one. More

importantly, for each access into the vector, the procedureensures that the vector

is locally sorted. The spot-checker fails with probability3/4 for vectors without

a sorted segment of length(1−1/logN) ·N; its complexity isO((logn)2), i.e., its

effect on the complexity of binary search is tolerable.

Recall that once the option contract has tested the incoming vector with the

predicatespot-check-v, the contract system hands over the vector tosearch with

adisabled contract. Hence,search can usev without running any checks concern-

ing local sorting. In short, option contracts allow programmers to run functions
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without further checking because the tester checks the specification to (whatever is

considered) a reasonable degree.

#lang racket+options ;; math

;; check monotonicity on real?
(define (monotone/c)
(let ([seen (sorted-table)])
(->i ([x real?])

(r (x) (and real? (insert-and-check seen x))))))

(provide
(contract-out
[exp (option/c (monotone/c) apply-100-random-inputs)]
...
[adaptive
(->i ([f (monotone/c)])

(intgr (f)
(->i ([L real?] [R real?]) (A real?)

#:post (intgr L R A)
(approx? intgr f L R A))))]))

;; an exponentiation function
(define (exp x) ...)
...
;; an adaptive integration algorithm
(define (adaptive f)
(λ (L R)
...))

Figure 6.3: A mathematics module

While the first option contract example works for exports fromthe client to

the service provider,accept specifications concern imports from the server to

the client. To demonstrate the workings ofaccept, we use a second example

motivated by high-school calculus. The example begins withthemath module in

figure 6.3.

Themath module exports the usual mathematical functions, e.g.,exp, as well

as an adaptive integration operator for monotonic functions on the reals. The con-
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tract monotone/c uses a (local) table to keep track of all arguments and results

encountered so far and ascertains that this finite snapshot of the function is appro-

priately sorted. Theexp function is exported via an option contract that combines

monotone/c and a tester that generates 100 random inputs and appliesexp to them.

Theadaptive operator consumes amonotone/c functionf and produces a func-

tion intgr, which consumes two reals and produces a real that approximates the

area under the graph off between the two boundaries.

Now image a module thatrequires math and computes the indeterminate

integral ofexp usingadaptive for export:

#lang racket+options ;; integr

(accept math)
(provide exp exp-area)
(define exp-area (adaptive exp))

In the absence of option contracts, theintegr module would have to pay for

monotone/c twice: once because ofexp’s contract and a second time because

of adaptive’s argument contract. Option contracts offer an alternative. Instead

of require, integr usesaccept to import exp and relies on the tester of its

contract; the price is that it accepts responsibility forexp’s behavior.

Even clients ofintegr mayaccept exp as is:

#lang racket+options ;; area

(accept integr)
(provide exp)
...

A client module may importarea and useexp:

#lang racket+options ;; geometry

(require area)
... (exp x) ...
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Sinceclient importsexp via require, the contract system activates check-

ing for exp. The question is who gets blamed if anything goes wrong with an

application ofexp.

In order to understand the answer, we need to look at the management of re-

sponsibility information. When a moduleaccepts a value with an option con-

tract, the contract system adds the module to the responsible parties for uses of

the imported value. Similarly, when a module re-provides a value, it is added

as a responsible party for the value’s services. Based on thisexplanation, we can

see that ifclient abusesexp with respect to its contract, the monitoring system

blames botharea andintegr for these bad uses. In the same vein, if the contract

system discovers thatexp is not monotonic, it blames bothmath andintegr for

providing bad services. In short,accepting option contracts comes with the price

of shared responsibility.

Figure 6.4 depicts the interaction between the various modules in a graphi-

cal. All four modules contain a possibly wrapped version ofexp, depicted as a

box. The boundaries between modules are single vertical lines if the import takes

place viaaccept. A double-line boundary represents an import viarequire.

The diagram shows how the contract system wrapsexp as it passes frommath to

integr. The wrapper does not enforce contract checking but keeps track of the

service providermath and the clientintegr. Whenexp migrates fromintegr to

area, the contract system still does not activate contract checking but addsintegr

andarea to the list of server and client parties, respectively. Finally the wrapped

exp reachesgeometry where the contract system turns contract checking on—

shown as a double margin aroundexp—and keeps the existing list of contract par-

ties. In short, the contract system manages to keep track of the migration history

of exp even while it does not enforce the corresponding contract. When the option

is exercised, the names of all responsible parties are available and can be used to
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launch a bug search if anything goes wrong.
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Figure 6.4: Module composition viaacceptandrequire

In summary, option contracts implement a natural mechanismfor probabilisti-

cally or randomly checked program properties. The contractsystem allows com-

ponents to place their trust in these checks in return for making them parties to

the contract. Once the option is exercised, the contract system has enough blame

information to pinpoint guilty parties if something goes wrong.

6.3 OCPCF:A Model for Option Contracts

We specify the semantics of option contracts as an extensionto CPCF (see sec-

tion 2.3), calledOCPCF.

Types τ = N | B | τ→ τ | con(τ)
Contracts κ = flat(e) | κ d7→(λx.κ) | option(κ,e)
Terms e = v | x | e e | µx:τ.e | e+e | e−e

| e∧e | e∨e | zero?(e) | if e e e
| mon

l ,l
l (κ,e) | acceptl ,l (e)

C. Values v∗ = λx:τ.e
Values v = b | v∗

Base Values b = 0 | 1 | −1 | . . . | tt | ff

Figure 6.5: OCPCF: source syntax
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Figure 6.5 shows the source syntax forOCPCF. Like CPCF, OCPCF is a

typed language that comes with predicate contracts for primitive values,flat(e),

and dependent contracts for higher-order functions,κ1
d7→(λx.κ2).14 In addition,

OCPCFoffers option contractsoption(κ,e), which pair a function contractκ with

a testere that exercises the function. Note that option contracts areapplied only to

functions.15

Similarly to CPCF, the programmer can apply a contractκ to a component

e using the monitormonk,l
j (κ,e). A monitor separates two components: the ser-

vice providere and its context, the client. It combines our prototype’srequire

andcontract-out. The labelsk, l and j serve as identifiers for the export-

ing component, dubbed the server, the importing component,dubbed the client,

and the contract, respectively. In source code monitors have only one server and

client label, but due to option contracts monitors may accumulate multiple server

and client labels during evaluation. As we show, these sets of labels correspond

to components that have accepted a randomly checked value either as servers or

clients.

The formacceptk,l (e) is an alternative component boundary, which imports

and exports values without applying a contract, thus combining Racket’sprovide

andaccept. It declares that an importing component trusts the exporting compo-

nent, even if it comes with an option contract. In particular, it does not activate the

option that comes with the contract. Again the labelsk andl name the server and

the client side, respectively, of the expression.

14We omit simple function contracts as dependent function contracts subsume them
15The type system enforces this restriction. It also guarantees that function contracts are ap-

plied only to functions while flat contracts are applied to basic values. The type system rules are
straightforward and therefore omitted.
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Here is an example contract for a derivative operator:

κ = κ1
d7→(λ f .option(κ2, tester))

κ1 = positive d7→(λx.positive)

κ2 = positive d7→(λx.close-to-slope-of-f@x)

The post-condition ofκ2 asserts that the slope off aroundx is close to the result

of deriv applied tof at x. We use an option contract forκ2 that performs some

random testing. For conventional contracts, the monitor for deriv checks that its

arguments respectκ1 and its resultsκ2. Howeverκ2 comes with an option contract.

This replaces the checks forκ2 with the random testing that tester performs when

deriv returns its result. After that point, the contract system does not monitor the

execution forκ2 unless a component activates the option.

Componentk1 imports deriv with contractκ and applies it to a functionf :

e1 = mon
s,k1
j (κ,deriv) f

To avoid exercising the option, a clientk2 imports componentk1 via accept:

e2 = acceptk1,k2(e1)

In turn, another clientk3 employsaccept to importk2 without contracts:

e3 = acceptk2,k3(e2) 0

Componentsk2 andk3 both accept the result ofe1, they trust the random testing

and opt out of any further checks related toκ2. Thusk3 can use the result ofe1

without any contract checking. By usingaccept, clientsk1, k2 andk3 acknowledge

responsibility as clients of the randomly checked result ofe1. Moreover, sincek1

andk2 export the value thatk2 andk3 accept, respectively, they also become servers

for the value ofe1.
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A different clientk4 can activate the option by importinge2 through a monitor

with any function contract; here we use the contractκ3 that always succeeds:

κ3 = always d7→(λx.always)

e4 = mon
k2,k4
j ′ (κ3,e2) 0

Let f ′ denote the derivative function off andκ′2 and tester′ the result of substituting

f for x in κ2 and tester respectively (necessary due to the dependent nature ofκ).

Clientk4 considersκ′2, the contract off ′, to be critical and thus decides not to trust

the random testing. The monitor with the contract that always succeeds achieves

this goal without imposing any more obligations onk2 andk4. More specifically,

the monitor activates the option contract onκ′2 and alerts the contract system to

inspect any further uses off ′. If the contract system detects a violation of the

pre-condition ofκ′2, it blames all the components that accepted responsibilityfor

uses off ′, namelyk1 andk2. If it detects a violation of the post-condition ofκ′2, it

blames all the components that accepted to become servers for f ′, in this casesand

k1. Notice that the sets of clients and servers do not includek4 andk2 respectively.

Sincek4 activates the option it does not bear any responsibility foruses off ′ and

also it does not holdk2 responsible for its results.

Terms e = ... | checkl̄
l (e,v) | try

l̄
l (e,e)

| mg | og

Guards mg = M
l̄ ,l̄
l (κ,e)

og = O
¯̄l ,l̄
l (κ,e)

Values

MGV : mgv = ... | Ml̄ ,l̄
l (κ,v∗)

OGV : ogv = ... | Ol̄ ,l̄
l (κ,v∗)

v∗ = ... | mgv | ogv

Figure 6.6: OCPCF: evaluation syntax
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E = [ ] | E e | v E | E+e | v+E | E−e | v−E
| E∧e | v∧E | E∨e | v∨E | zero?(E)

| if E e e | monk̄,l̄
j (κ,E) | checkk̄

l (E,v)

| tryl̄
l (E,v) | acceptk,l (E) | Ok̄,l̄

j (κ,E)

Figure 6.7: OCPCF: evaluation contexts

We define the behavior ofOCPCFwith a reduction semantics. Figures 6.6, 6.7

and 6.8 present the evaluation syntax, the evaluation contexts, and the reduction

rules forOCPCF. The rules that do not involve partial contracts are similarto indy

CPCF.16

Monitors guards for option contracts,Mk,l
j (option(κ,e),v) , employ try to

check that a guard forv with κ satisfies the testere. Sincee is part of the con-

tract itself, the monitor for the test carriesj as its client label. If the test does not

lead to a contract error,try returns an option guardOk,l
j (κ,v). The option guard is

a value that storesv together withκ and the labels of the original monitor.

Option guards represent partially checked functions. The guards keep track of

the contract so that they can restore it upon activation of the option. In addition they

accumulate the labels of the components that accepted the option guard in order

to provide accurate blame if, after activation, contract checking detects a contract

breach. A component can use an option guard like any other function. No contract

checking takes place. In particular,O
k̄,l̄
j (κ,vf ) v freesvf from the guard and reduces

to an ordinary applicationvf v.

An acceptk,l (O
h̄,q̄
j (κ,v)) statement updates the option guard’s labels; it adds

the server and client label of theaccept statement to the server and client labels

of the guard respectively, which yieldsOkh̄,l q̄
j (κ,v). This labeling shows how the

importing component accepts responsibility as a client of the option guard and the

16Since we only considerindy semantics we drop thei subscript from the reduction relations
symbols
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E[· · · ] 7−→ E[· · · ]

n1+n2 . n wheren1+n2 = n
n1−n2 . n wheren1−n2 = n
zero?(0) . tt

zero?(n) . ff if n 6= 0
v1∧v2 . v wherev1∧v2 = v
v1∨v2 . v wherev1∨v2 = v
if tt e1 e2 . e1

if ff e1 e2 . e2

λx.e v . {v/x}e
µx.e . {µx.e/x}e

mon
k,l
j (κ,v) . M

k,l
j (κ,v)

M
k̄,l̄
j (flat(e),b) . checkk̄

j(e b,b)

M
k̄,l l̄
j (option(κ,e),v) . tryk̄

j(eM
k̄, j l̄
j (κ,v),Ok̄,l l̄

j (κ,v))

M
kk̄,l̄
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),vf ) v . M
kk̄,l̄
j ({M

l̄ , j k̄
j (κ1,v)/x}κ2,vf M

l̄ ,kk̄
j (κ1,v))

if vf 6∈OGV

M
k̄,l̄
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),ogv) v . M
k̄,l̄
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),mgv) v

whereogv= O
h̄,q̄
j (κ,v) andmgv= M

h̄,q̄
j (κ,v)

checkk̄
j(tt,v) . v

checkk̄
j(ff,v) . errork̄

j

tryk̄
j(tt,v) . v

tryk̄
j(ff,v) . errork̄

j

acceptk,l (v) . v if v 6∈OGV

acceptk,l (O
h̄,q̄
j (κ,v)) . O

kh̄,l q̄
j (κ,v)

O
k̄,l̄
j (κ,vf ) v . vf v

E[errork̄
j ] 7−→ errork̄

j

Figure 6.8: OCPCF: reduction semantics
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exporting component as a server. Theaccept expression does not affect values

other than option guards.

Notice also that due toaccept and activation, monitor guards carry a pair of

sets of labels instead of one server and one client label. This implies that in case of

a contract failure thecheck blames all the labels at the server position on the guard,

i.e., it blames all the components that accepted responsibility for the guarded value.

Also, it requires the addition of sets of labels to all the rules that involve monitors.

Activation of option guards occurs when a component passes an option guard to

another component without using anaccept statement. In our model this happens

only via a contract monitor guardMk,l
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),ogv). In this case the option

guardOk̄,l̄
j (κ,v) becomes a monitored guardMk̄,l̄

j (κ,v). Monitored guards cannot be

deactivated again.

To demonstrate the workings of our model, we revisit our example from above.

Under the semantics of the model,e3 reduces as follows:

e3 7−→
∗ acceptk2,k3(acceptk1,k2(mons,k1

j (option(κ′2, tester′), f ′)))

7−→∗ acceptk2,k3(acceptk1,k2(Os,k1
j (κ′2, f ′)))

7−→∗ O
{k2,k1,s},{k3,k2,k1}
j (κ′2, f ′) 0

7−→ f ′ 0

Since the option contract is not activated the result ofe1, f ′, does not come with a

guard around it and the application proceeds without any contract checking. Thus

the use of 0—not a positive number—does not result in a violation of κ′2.

In the case ofe4, the reduction is different:

e4 7−→
∗ monk2,k4(κ3,M

{k1,s},{k2,k1}
j (κ′2, f ′))0

Sincee4 chooses to activate the option contract, the application involves check-

ing κ′2 and thus results in a contract error blamingk1 andk2, the components that
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accepted responsibility for usingf ′:

e4 7−→
∗ error

{k2,k1}
j

As the example points out, our model introduces a policy for assigning blame

that deviates from the blame behavior of Findler-Felleisencontracts. Instead of

blaming one component for violating its contractual obligations, our new model

assigns blame to many components. Considering the difficulties of getting blame

assignment correct for the Findler-Felleisen version of contracts this change calls

for a formal investigation of the correctness of our contract system.

6.4 Complete Monitoring for Option Contracts

In this section we prove a variant of complete monitoring [26] for OCPCF. Com-

plete monitoring guarantees that the contract system assigns blame accurately and

protects components effectively. A complete monitoring theorem is thus the mini-

mal standard that a contract system should satisfy.

Unfortunately, theOCPCFmodel does not come with the necessary infrastruc-

ture to prove complete monitoring. We deal with this issue via an indirect approach.

We first define another model∗OCPCF, which has the required hooks for establish-

ing complete monitoring. After that we show that the two models are observably

equivalent. The rest of this section introduces∗OCPFC, proves complete monitor-

ing for the latter, and finally shows thatOCPCF and ∗OCPCF specify the same

behavior for programs.

6.4.1 ∗OCPCF: a Theory-Friendly Model for Partial Contracts

Adding ownership and obligations annotations toOCPCF poses a serious chal-

lenge. Theaccept expression allows values to circumvent the contract system
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as they migrate from one component to another. Thus a naive annotation of the

OCPCFsemantics with ownership labels obviously violates the single-owner pol-

icy and thus breaks complete monitoring. Fortunately, we can construct an exten-

sion ofCPCF that is equivalent toOCPCFand tracks uninspected values. We call

the new language∗OCPCF.

The source syntax of∗OCPCF, specified in figure 6.9, borrows many elements

from the source syntax of the annotatedCPCF.

Types τ = N | B | τ→ τ | con(τ)
Contracts κ = ⌊flat(‖e‖l )⌋l̄ | κ 7→ κ | κ d7→(λx.κ) | ⌊option(κ,e)⌋l̄
Terms e = x | e+e | e−e | e∧e | e∨e | zero?(e)

| if e e e| µx : τ.e | e e | acceptl ,l (e)
C.Values v∗ = λx:τ.e
Values v = b | v∗

BaseValues b = ... | −1 | 0 | 1 | ... | tt | ff | λx:τ.e

Figure 6.9: ∗OCPCF: source syntax

Notice, that the source syntax of∗OCPCF is the same as that ofOCPCFexcept the

ownership and obligations annotations.

Figure 6.10 shows the necessary extra rules for well-formedsource programs

and contracts. Anaccept expression defines a component boundary and thus the

client label should match the owner of the context while the server label has to

match the label on its sub-expression. In turn, the argumentterm should be a well-

formed server expression. Option contracts may raise a contract violation due to

a failed test and thus they impose obligations like flat contracts. In addition, an

option contract must own its tester term.

In addition totry andcheck, the evaluation syntax of∗OCPCF (figure 6.11)

introduces a small ecosystem of guards. We group guards in three categories:

monitor guards, option guards andtrusted guards. Trusted guards mark “foreign”
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Γ; l  e

Γ;k e k 6= l

Γ; l  acceptk,l (‖e‖k)

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ Γ; j  e

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ ⌊option(κ,‖e‖ j)⌋k̄

Figure 6.10: ∗OCPCF: well-formed source programs and contracts

unchecked values as welcomed values in a component while wrapping them with

appropriate ownership annotations. UnlikeOCPCF, here both monitor and op-

tion guards carry only two labels rather than two sets of labels. However, the star

versions of the guards,∗M and ∗O, allow us to record multiple components that

have accepted an option guard. For instance a stack of star-option guards with

an option guard at the bottom in∗OCPCF, ∗Ok1,l1(...∗Okn,ln(O
h,q
j (κ,v))...), corre-

sponds to a single option guardOk1...knh,l1...lnq
j (κ,v) in OCPCF. Stacks of guards

have the advantage of introducing separate boundaries between components that

have accepted an option guard. This allows the guards to accommodate ownership

annotations without breaking the single-owner policy.

The guards, together with thecheck andtry constructs introduce points where

ownership changes. Hence, the owner of the hole of evaluation contexts changes at

corresponding positions. Figure 6.12 defines the evaluation contexts of∗OCPCF

as an extension of those ofCPCF with annotations (figure 3.4).

Before we present the semantics of∗OCPCF, we need to add another case to

the special contract substitution function so that it handles option contracts:

{e/cx}⌊option(κ,‖e′‖k)⌋l̄ = ⌊option({e/cx}κ,{‖e‖k/x}‖e′‖k)⌋l̄
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Terms e = ... | checkl̄
l (e,v) | try

l̄
l (e,e)

| mg | og | tg
Guards mg = M

l ,l
l (κ,e) | ∗Ml ,l (e) | ‖mg‖l

og = O
l ,l
l (κ,e) | ∗Ol ,l (e) | ‖og‖l

tg = Tl ,l (e) | ‖tg‖l

Values
MGV : mgv = ... | Ml ,l

l (κ,v∗) | ∗Ml ,l (v∗) | ‖mgv‖l

OGV : ogv = ... | Ol ,l
l (κ,v∗) | ∗Ol ,l (v∗) | ‖ogv‖l

TGV : tgv = ... | Tl ,l (v∗) | ‖tgv‖l

v∗ = ... | mgv | ogv | tgv

Figure 6.11: ∗OCPCF: evaluation syntax

El = ... | checkk̄
l (E

lo,v) | checkk̄
h(E

l ,v) | tryk̄
l (E

lo,v)
| tryk̄

h(E
l ,v) | acceptl ,k(Elo) | accepth,k(El )

| M
l ,k
j (κ,Elo) | Mh,k

j (κ,El ) | ∗Ml ,k(Elo) | ∗Mh,k(El )

| O
l ,k
j (κ,Elo) | Oh,k

j (κ,El ) | ∗Ol ,k(Elo) | ∗Oh,k(El )

| Tl ,k(Elo) | Th,k(El )

Figure 6.12: ∗OCPCF: evaluation contexts

The reduction semantics for∗OCPCFadopts some rules from the semantics of

CPCF and adds a few, see figures 6.13 and 6.14.

Rules forcheck andtry are similar to those ofOCPCFexcept that they come

with ownership annotations.

The rules foraccept are slightly modified. Accepting an option guardogv

results in a star-option guard aroundogv that uses the same labels as theaccept

expression. Accepting any other value returns a trusted guard around the value. We

use trusted guards to mark a function as foreign inside a component when the func-

tion crosses the component’s boundary without the contractsystem’s protection.

This should only happen via anaccept.

When a stack of trusted guards holds a basic value, the reduction eliminates the
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El [· · · ] 7−→ El [· · · ]

checkk̄
j(||tt||

j ,v) . v

checkk̄
j(||ff||

j ,v) . errork̄
j

tryk̄
j(||tt||

j ,v) . v

tryk̄
j(||ff||

j ,v) . errork̄
j

acceptk,l (v) . Tk,l (v) if v 6∈OGV
acceptk,l (ogv) . ∗Ok,l (ogv)

tg . b
if tg= Tk1,l1(...||Tkn,ln(||Tm,p(||b||r)||h)||qn...)

||tgv||l ||v||l . ||tg||l

if ||tgv||l = ||Tk1,l1(...||Tkn,ln(||Tm,p(v′)||h)||qn...)||q1

where||tg||l = ||Tk1,l1(...||Tkn,ln(||Tm,p(v′ tgv′)||h)||qn...)||q1

and tgv′ = Tp,m(||Tln,kn(||...Tl1,k1(||‖v‖l ||q1)...||qn)||h)

||ogv||l ||v||l . ||tgv||l ||v||l

if ||ogv||l = ||∗Ok1,l1(...||∗Okn,ln(||O
m,p
r (κ′,v)||s)||qn...)||q1

and where||tgv||l = ||Tk1,l1(...||Tkn,ln(||Tm,p(v′)||s)||qn...)||q1

Figure 6.13: ∗OCPCF: annotated semantics, part 1

guards and delivers the value after removing all ownership annotations. After all,

basic values are safe for the context to absorb.

Applying a function wrapped in a stack of trusted guards reduces to an applica-

tion wrapped with the same guards. The argument is wrapped with a reversed stack

of guards plus ownership annotations. The labels on the guards for the argument

are swapped just as for monitors for function contracts. An application of a stack

of option guards reduces to an application of a homomorphic trusted guard. The

trusted guard marks the function as a foreign value but does not add any contract-

related constraints on its use.

The four rules that involve stacks of monitor guards are the most complex rules.
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El [· · · ] 7−→ El [· · · ]

mon
k,l
j (κ,e) . M

k,l
j (κ,e)

mg . check
k1...knm
j (e b,b)

if mg= ∗Mk1,l1(...||∗Mkn,ln(||M
m,p
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄ , ||b||r)||k)||qn...)

mg . try
k1...knm
j (e mg′,og)

if mg= ∗Mk1,l1(...||∗Mkn,ln(||M
m,p
j (⌊option(κ,e)⌋l̄ ,v∗)||k)||qn...)

wheremg′ = ∗Mk1, j(...||∗Mkn,ln(||M
m,p
j (κ,v∗)||k)||qn...)

andog= ∗Ok1,l1(...||∗Okn,ln(||O
m,p
j (κ,v∗)||k)||qn...)

||mgv||l ||v||l . ||mgv′||l ||v||l

if ||mgv||l = ||∗Mk1,l1(...||∗Mkn,ln(||M
m,p
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),ogv)||h)||qn...)||q1

whereogv= ||∗Os1,t1(...||∗Osn,tn(||Os,t
j (κ,v

′)||r)||un...)||u1

and mgv′ = ||∗Mk1,l1(...||∗Mkn,ln(||M
m,p
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),mgv′′)||h)||qn...)||q1

and mgv′′ = ||∗Ms1,t1(...||∗Msn,tn(||Ms,t
j (κ,v

′)||r)||un...)||u1

||mgv||l ||v||l . ||mg||l

if ||mgv||l = ||∗Mk1,l1(...||∗Mkn,ln(||M
m,p
j (κ1

d7→(λx.κ2),v′)||h)||qn...)||q1

andv′ 6∈OGV
where||mg||l = ||∗Mk1,l1(...||∗Mkn,ln(||M

m,p
j ({mg′′/cx}κ2,v′ mg′)||h)||qn...)||q1

and mg′ = ∗Mp,m(||∗Mln,kn(||...Ml1,k1
j (κ1, ||‖v‖l ||q1)...||qn)||h)

and mg′′ = ∗Mp, j(||∗Mln,kn(||...Ml1,k1
j (κ1, ||‖v‖l ||q1)...||qn)||h)

Figure 6.14: ∗OCPCF: annotated semantics, part 2
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Figure 6.14 shows the corresponding reductions. Note that these rules also cover

the cases where there is just a single monitor around a value instead of a stack of

star-monitors. Thus they subsume the corresponding rules of CPCF.

If the bottom of the stack is a guard for a flat contract on a basic value, the

stack reduces to acheck where the blame labels are all the labels in server position

on the stack of the guards. If the check fails, the contract system blames all the

components that accepted responsibility for that value.

If the bottom of the stack is a guard for an option contract, the stack reduces to

atry where the test term applies the tester of the contract to the stack of monitors.

The rule replaces, though, the client label of the top of the stack with j to get the

indyeffect. If the test succeedstry returns an option guard with the same structure

as the original monitor guard but without the option around the contract; else it

raises a contract error blaming all the labels in server position on the stack of the

guards.

An application of a stack of monitor guards depends on the value that resides in

the guard at the bottom of the stack. If it is a stack of option guards, the reduction

activates the option by turning the option guards into corresponding monitors and

then performs the application. If not, the application is similar to that of trusted

guards. The difference is that the rule also decomposes the function contract at

the bottom of the stack and uses the pre-condition as the contract at the bottom

of the argument stack and the post-condition as the contractat the bottom of the

application stack. Furthermore, the stack of guards substituted in the post-condition

uses the contract label, namelyj, as the client label on the top star-guard.

Before delving into proving complete monitoring for∗OCPCF, we go back

to the example of section 6.3 and examine how its behavior changes under the

semantics of our new model. We omit obligation annotations,which after all do

not affect computation, and we focus on ownership and guards. In terms of the
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syntax of∗OCPCF, the example’s terms become:

e1 = ‖acceptk1,k2(‖mons,k1
j (κ,‖deriv‖s) f‖k1)‖k2

e2 = ‖acceptk1,k2(e1)‖
k2

e3 = ‖acceptk3,k2(e2) 0‖k3

e4 = ‖monk3,k4
j ′ (κ3,e2) 0‖k3

The execution ofe3 leads to an application of a stack of trusted guards:

e3 7−→
∗ ‖∗Ok2,k3(‖∗Ok1,k2(‖Os,k1

j (κ′2,‖ f ′‖s)‖k1)‖k2) 0‖k3

7−→∗ ‖Tc2,k3(‖Tk1,k2(‖Ts,k1(‖ f ′‖s)‖k1)‖k2) 0‖k3

Like in section 6.3,e3 reduces to the result of applying 0 tof ′.

Similarly, e4 reduces to a stack of monitors and produces the same error as in

section 6.3:

e4 7−→
∗ ‖monk2,k4

j ′ (κ3,‖
∗Ok1,k2(‖Os,k1

j (κ′2,‖ f ′‖s)‖k1)‖k2) 0‖k4

7−→∗ ‖monk2,k4
j ′ (κ3,‖

∗Mk1,k2(‖Ms,k1
j (κ′2,‖ f ′‖s)‖k1)‖k2) 0‖k4

7−→∗ error
k2,k1
j

6.4.2 Complete Monitoring for ∗OCPCF

The semantics of∗OCPCF introduce a novel element for a contract system; com-

ponent boundaries that do not behave the same. More specifically, in CPCF all

boundaries are contract monitors that decompose and enforce contracts, while in

∗OCPCF there are various forms of guards. Except monitor guards, these guards

do not enforce contracts and thus they allow values to cross component boundaries

without the contract system’s inspection.

In this setting, complete monitoring is meaningful only if it implies that the

contract system gives to the programmer the power to controlhow boundaries be-

have and thus relax or strenghten contract monitoring at will. Concretely, a contract

sytem with option contracts is complete if guards other thanmonitor guards occur
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during evaluation only between componennts that the programmer chose to allow

to communicate under a more relaxed protocol, i.e., only between components that

exchange values via “accepted” option contracts.

The setT(e) of label pair sets records the components ofe that the programmer

indicates to be in such a trust relation:

T=
{{k, l}| econtainsacceptk,l (e′) or monk,l

j (κ,e′)
whereκ consists of at least one option contract}

Intuitively, complete monitoring poses an extra requirement to contract systems

with option contracts; non-monitor guards should appear only between pairs of

components in theT set of the source program.

The definition of complete monitoring for∗OCPCF guarantees the above re-

quirement by demanding that intermediate states of evaluation do not have aT set

larger than that of the source program. As for the rest of the definition, it is sim-

ilar to that forCPCF except that the case for failures of flat contracts is slightly

different, an additional case for failed option contract tests.

Definition 6.4.1(Complete Monitoring for∗OCPCF). A reduction relation֒→ is a

complete monitorfor ∗OCPCF iff for all terms e0 such that∅; lo  e0,

• e0 →֒
∗ v or,

• for all e1 such that e0 →֒∗e1 there exists e2 such that e1 →֒e2 or,

• e0 →֒
∗e1 →֒

∗errorh̄
j and e1 is of the form El [e2] where

– e2 =
∗Ml2,l1(...||∗Mln+1,ln(||M

k,ln+1
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄ ,v)||ln+1

+ )||ln+...) or,

– e2 =
∗Ml2,l1(...||∗Mln+1,ln(||M

k,ln+1
j (⌊option(κ,e)⌋l̄ ,v)||ln+1)||ln...)

and for all such terms e1, v= ‖v1‖
k, h̄= l2...ln+1k and k∈ l̄,

and for all intermediate states e′ of the above computations,T(e′)⊆ T(e).
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The cases for contract failures guarantee that if the contract system raises a

blame error then the blamed components are all the components that accepted re-

sponsibility for the monitor guards. In addition, the definition requires that the flat

or option contract at the bottom of the stack is amongst the obligations of one of

the blamed components, specifically of the first component that took responsibility

for the value.

Γ; l  e

Γ; l  errork̄
j

Γ; j � e Γ; l  v

Γ; l  checkk̄
j(e,v)

Γ; l  e1 Γ; j  e2

Γ; l  tryk̄
l j
(e1,e2)

Γ;k� e

Γ; l  Tk,l (e)

Γ;k� e Γ; l2...ln+1k; l1...ln; j ⊲ κ

Γ; l1  ∗M
l2,l1(...||∗Mln+1,ln(||M

k,ln+1
j (κ,e)||ln+1

+ )||ln+...)

Γ;k� e Γ; l2...ln+1k; l1...ln; j ⊲ κ

Γ; l1  ∗O
l2,l1(...||∗Oln+1,ln(||O

k,ln+1
j (κ,e)||ln+1

+ )||ln+...)

Figure 6.15: ∗OCPCF: well-formed evaluation terms

Γ; l � e

Γ; l  e

Γ; l � ‖e‖l
Γ(x) = l

Γ; l � x
Γ; l  e1 Γ; l  e2

Γ; l � ‖e1‖
l e2

Figure 6.16: ∗OCPCF: loosely well-formed terms

The proof of complete monitoring for∗OCPCF follows that of chapter 4. We

develop a subject that generalizes well-formedness and usea progress and preserva-

tion subject reduction technique. Figure 6.15 shows the extended well-formedness

relation. The rules cover the terms of the evaluation syntaxof ∗OCPCF. Es-
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Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ

Γ; j  e last(k̄) ∈ k̄′

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ ⌊flat(‖e‖ j)⌋k̄
′

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ Γ; j  e last(k̄) ∈ k̄′

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ ⌊option(κ,‖e‖ j)⌋k̄
′

Figure 6.17: ∗OCPCF: well-formed contracts

pecially for stacks of guards they make sure that appropriate ownership annota-

tions are present in between each guard layer. Moreover the rules for monitors

and stacks of guards use a generalized notion of well-formedness (figure 6.16)

to inspect terms inside the bottom guard of the stack of guards. This extention

is needed because beta-reduction introduces terms that temporarily deviate from

well-formedness [24]. The generalized well-formedness permits us to handle these

temporarily out-of-order terms without disturbing the single-ownership and obliga-

tions principles. The rules in figure 6.17 replace the corresponding rules for well-

formed flat and option contracts. Sinceaccept expressions dynamically change

the components that are responsible for meeting a contract,statically determined

obligations cannot provide an accurate prediction of the blamable parties. Never-

theless, obligations can still tell us that the initially responsible component for a

contract is amongst the components that get blamed if the contract fails.

With the extended definition for well-formedness in hand, weproceed to prove

that 7−→ defines a complete monitor.

Theorem 6.4.2. 7−→ is a complete monitor for∗OCPCF.

Proof. As a direct consequence of lemmas 6.4.3 and 6.4.4, we obtain that if∅; lo 

e0,

• e0 7−→
∗ v or,
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• for all e1 such thate0 7−→
∗e1 there existse2 such thate1 7−→e2 or,

• e0 7−→
∗errork

j ,

and for all intermediate statese′ of the above computations,T(e′) ⊆ T(e). In ad-

dition, for the contract error case, since∅; lo  e0 we know thaterrork
j does not

occur ine0. Thus it must be a result of reduction. The only reduction rule that

introduceserrork
j is El

2[check
k
j(||ff||

j ,v)] 7−→E†
2[error

k
j ]. Also from the reduc-

tion rules, we getE†
2[error

k
j ] 7−→errork

j . Againcheckk
j(e,v) does not occur ine0

because∅; lo  e0. Hence it must be also the result of a reduction. There are only

two rules that introduce checks is:

• El
1[mon

k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)] 7−→El

1[check
k
j(e b,b)]. From the above infor-

mation we deduce:

e0 7−→
∗El

1[mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)]

7−→El
1[check

k
j(e b,b)]

7−→∗El
2[check

k
j(||ff||

j ,v)]

7−→El
2[error

k
j ]

7−→errork
j

By lemma 6.4.4 we get∅; lo  El
1[mon

k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
)]. Lemma 6.4.6

implies ∅; l  mon
k,l
j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄

′
, ||b||l

′
). From the rules for well formed

terms we obtain||b||l
′
= ‖v1‖

k andk∈ l̄ ′.

• El
1[
∗Ak1,l1(...||∗Akn,ln(||Ak,l

j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄ , ||b||r)||h)||qn...)]

7−→El
1[check

k1...knh
j (e b,b)]

With an analysis of the reduction sequence similar to the first case and using

the same lemmas, we derive the desired conclusion.

Finally combining the above results entails that7−→ is a complete monitor.
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The proof is a direct consequence of the progress and preservation lemmas. The

progress lemma shows that well-formed terms always take a step instead of getting

stuck.

Lemma 6.4.3. (Progress) For all terms e such that∅; l  e, e= v or e= errork
j

or e7−→e0.

Proof. From lemma 6.4.5 we know that there existe′, l andEl such thate= El [e′].

Via lemma 6.4.6 and by∅; lo  e, we derive∅; l  e′. We proceed by case analysis

on the form ofe′ and show that in each case, under the reduction relation,e′ takes

a step.

The preservation lemma says that well-formed terms step to well-formed terms.

Lemma 6.4.4. (Preservation) For all e and e0 such that∅; lo  e and e7−→e0,

∅; lo  e0 andT(e0)⊆ T(e).

Proof. We proceed by case analysis on the reduction ofe . We employ lemma 6.4.6

to establish that the redex is well-formed. Then we apply theappropriate reduc-

tion to the redex and using the rules for well-formed terms and contracts and lem-

mas 6.4.10 to 6.4.16 we show that the reduction produces a well-formed term. Fi-

nally via lemmas 6.4.8 and 6.4.9 we plug in the result in the evaluation context and

establish that the resulting term is well-formed which gives us the desired conclu-

sion. The conclusion reguarding theT tests follows from the fact that no reduction

creates non-monitor boundaries for a pair of components unlesss if the left-hand

side of the reduction involves anaccept statement or an option contract.

In turn, the progress and preservation lemmas depend on a series of lemmas in-

volving unique decomposition, preservation of well-formedness under substitution

in contracts, terms and evaluation context holes, extraction of the redex of a term,

and environment weakening.
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Lemma 6.4.5. (Unique Decomposition) For all terms e such that e6= v and e6=

errork
j , there are unique e′, l ′, and El ′ such that e=El ′[e′] and e′= v0opv1 or e′=

Tk1,l1(...||Tkn,ln(||Tm,p(||b||r)||h)||qn...) or e′ = checkk
j(v0,v1) or e′ = v1 v2 or e′ =

µx.e0 or e′= mon
k,l
j (κ,v) or e′= ∗Mk1,l1(...||∗Mkn,ln(||Mk,l

j (⌊flat(e)⌋l̄ , ||b||r)||h)||qn...)

or e′ = ∗Mk1,l1(...||∗Mkn,ln(||Mk,l
j (option(κ,e),v)||h)||qn...) or e′ = zero?(v) or e′ =

if v0 e1 e2 or e′ = errork̄
j .

Proof. By induction on the size ofe. qed

Lemma 6.4.6. If ∅; l  Ek[e] then∅;k e.

Proof. By induction on the size ofEk with the help of lemma 5.1.7 for the induc-

tive case.

Lemma 6.4.7. If ∅; l  Elo[e] then∅; l  e.

Proof. By induction on the size ofElo.

Lemma 6.4.8. If ∅; l  Ek[e], ∅;k 6� e and∅;k e′ then∅; l  Ek[e′].

Proof. By induction on the size ofEk.

Lemma 6.4.9. If ∅; l  Ek[e], ∅;k� e and∅;k e′ then∅; l  Ek[‖e′‖k].

Proof. By induction on the size ofEk.

Lemma 6.4.10.If Γ⊎{x : k}; l  e,Γ⊎{x : k};k ‖e0‖
k then

Γ⊎{x : k}; l  {‖e0‖
k/x}e.

Proof. By mutual induction on the height of the derivation trees forΓ⊎{x : k}; l  e

andΓ⊎{x : k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Lemma 6.4.11.If Γ; l  e and x/∈ dom(Γ), thenΓ⊎{x : k}; l  e.
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Proof. By mutual induction on the height of the derivation trees forΓ; l  e and

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Lemma 6.4.12.If Γ; l  e and x/∈ dom(Γ), then x/∈ FV(e).

Proof. By mutual induction on the height of the derivation trees forΓ; l  e and

Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ .

Lemma 6.4.13.If Γ⊎{x : k}; l  e and x/∈ FV(e), thenΓ; l  e.

Proof. By mutual induction on the height of the derivation trees forΓ⊎{x : k}; l  e

andΓ⊎{x : k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ .

Lemma 6.4.14.If Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ and x/∈ dom(Γ), thenΓ⊎{x : k}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

Proof. By induction on the height ofΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ using lemma 6.4.11 for the flat

contracts case.

Lemma 6.4.15.If Γ⊎{x : j}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ andΓ; j  mg, thenΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ {mg/cx}κ.

Proof. By induction on the height ofΓ⊎{x : j}; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ. For the flat contracts

case we employ lemma 6.4.10.

Lemma 6.4.16.If Γ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ, last(k̄′) ∈ k̄ and last(l̄ ′) ∈ l̄ thenΓ; k̄′; l̄ ′; j ⊲ κ.

By induction on the height ofΓ; k̄; l̄ ; j ⊲ κ.

6.4.3 Complete Monitoring for OCPCF

The introduction of∗OCPCF is a detour to prove complete monitoring forOCPCF.

To transfer the result toOCPCF, we prove a bisimulation theorem between the two

languages. Figure 6.18 specifies the relation betweenOCPCFand∗OCPCF terms.

The relation associates monitor and option guards inOCPCF to corresponding

stacks of monitor and option guards in∗OCPCF. Also it relates stacks of trusted
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e∼ e′

e∼ctxe′

e∼ ‖e′‖l
e∼ctxe′

e∼ Tk,l (e′)

e∼ctxe′ κ∼ctxκ′

M
k1...knk,l1...lnl
j (κ,e)∼ ∗Mk1,l1(...||∗Mkn,ln(||Mk,l

j (κ′,e′)||l )||ln...)

e∼ctxe′ κ∼ctxκ′

O
k1...knk,l1...lnl
j (κ,e)∼ ∗Ok1,l1(...||∗Okn,ln(||Ok,l

j (κ′,e′)||l )||ln...)

κ∼ κ′

e∼ctxe′

flat(e)∼ ⌊flat(e′)⌋l̄

Figure 6.18: OCPCF-∗OCPCF bisimulation

guards and ownership annotations around a term in∗OCPCF to the related term in

OCPCF.

We establish thatOCPCF and∗OCPCF define the same behavior by showing

that the compatible closure∼ctx of the relation∼ defines a lockstep bisimulation

between programs in the two languages.

Theorem 6.4.17.Let e a term of PCPCF and e∗ a term of∗PCPCF. If∅; lo  e∗

and e∼ctxe∗ then

• e7−→∗ v iff e∗ 7−→∗ v∗ and v∼ctxv∗ and,

• e7−→∗errork̄
j iff e∗ 7−→∗errork̄

j .

Proof. By induction on the evaluation trace. For the inductive case,we proceed

by case analysis on the form ofe and we show that∼ctx is a lockstep bisimulation

for eande′. Complete monitoring for∗PCPCFguarantees that the reduction under

7−→ never reaches a stuck state.
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Since programs in the two languages behave the same, we reachthe conclusion

thatOCPCFassigns blame correctly and protects components completely.

6.5 Making Option Contracts Feasible

In this section, we present some evidence in favor of option contracts via perfor-

mance measurements. The conjectures we confirm are (1) that the option con-

tract system satisfies a pay-as-you-go property—i.e., onlycomponents that use

option/c experience a cost—and (2) that using option contracts withaccept

helps to lower the cost of contract checking.

Our benchmark suite includes six programs:

mono Themono program is based on the last example of section 6.2. It consists

of one server and ten clients. The server exports a functionf with a contract that

checks whether the function is monotonic. It also supplies an integration operator

integrate with a contract that checks whether its input is a monotonic function

and whose result is a function that computes a good approximation of the area

bounded by the graph of the input function. Each client imports f andintegrate

and exports them to the next client. The last client computesthe integral off and

then calls the result of integration 5,000 times. We attach an option contract tof

and an option contract to the result ofintegrate. The first option contract comes

with a tester that checksf on 2,500 random inputs. The second option contract

tests whether the result ofintegrate computes a good approximation of the area

bound by the graph off for 2,500 random inputs.

deriv The d/dx program has the same structure as themono program. The

server module exports a derivative operator. The contract of the operator asserts

that the inputs and outputs are functions from reals to reals. In addition the contract
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of the output function checks whether its result approximates the slope of the input

function. The first client imports the derivative operator and uses it to compute

the derivative of a polynomial function of high degree. Thenit exports this result.

The rest of the clients import and export the derivative of the polynomial, dubbed

fp. The last client appliesfp on different arguments 2,000,000 times. We attach

an option contract to the result of the derivative function.The tester of the option

contract creates 100,000 random inputs for the output of thederivative function.

integr This program is similar to thed/dx program except that the server mod-

ule provides an adaptive integration operator. The contract for its output checks

whether the result of the output function is a good approximation of the area de-

fined byintegr’s result. Again, the first client imports the integral operator and

uses it to compute the integral of a polynomial function of high degree. Then it

exports this result. The rest of the clients import and export the integral of the poly-

nomial, dubbedintgr. The last client appliesintgr on different arguments 1,250

times. The tester of the option contract ofintgr creates 100 random inputs.

sup The server module of thesup program provides asupremum function that

consumes a listl, a numerical comparison operatorR and a functionf from ele-

ments of the list to numbers. It returns a function that givena numberb, returns

the element ofl that maximizesf according toR for the firstb elements ofl. The

contract on the output ofsupremum checks whether the result of the output function

is the maximum as specified. The first client importssupremum and applies it on

a list of 100 numbers with the identity function asf and<= asR. Then it exports

the result of the application. The rest of the clients importand export this result.

The last client applies the result on 100,000 randomly generated limits. The tester

of the option contract provides to the result ofsupremum as many random inputs as

half the size of the input list ofsupremum.
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vec This program is based on the first example of section 6.2. It consists of a

server and a client module. The server module provides a binary search function

on vectors for numbers. The contract of the function checks whether the vector is

sorted around the area of the index. The client calls binary search 100,000 times

on a vector of 10,000,000 elements. This time we attach an option contract on the

vector argument of binary search. The tester of the option contract implements a

spot checker [28]; it picks 15 random indices of the vector, retrieves the element

each index points to and then checks whether binary search onthe vector for each

element returns the corresponding index.

tree Thetree program resembles thevec program except that it searches bi-

nary search trees. The contract on the input tree of binary search checks whether the

tree is a binary search tree around the nodes the search accesses. The client passes

constructs a tree with 100000 nodes and then calls binary search 100000 times.

The tester of the option contract of the tree implements a spot checker again [29].

It picks 25 nodes of the tree and checks whether binary searchsuccessfully returns

each node when asked to search for the node’s datum.

Figure 6.19 shows the results of our experiments. We measured each program

in three different ways. The first one, called racket, runs each programs in plain

Racket 5.3.0.11 with plain contracts. The second execution,called racket+, runs

each program just like the first one but inracket+options. Its purpose is to

check the pay-as-you-go conjecture. The last execution, called racket+o, runs each

program in our implementation with accepted option contracts. Its purpose is to

validate the reduced-cost conjecture concerningaccepted contracts. For each pro-

gram we measure execution time and memory consumption on a Mac Book Pro

with an Intel Core 2 Duo at 2.53 GHz and 4GB of RAM. For each execution we

report normalized values over the racket execution of the average of a few repeti-
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time mono d/dx integr sup vec tree

racket 1 1 1 1 1 1
racket+ 0.98 1.01 0.99 1 0.98 1
racket+o 0.33 0.52 0.60 0.52 0.98 1.01

memory mono d/dx integr sup vec tree

racket 1 1 1 1 1 1
racket+ 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.01 1.03
racket+o 0.99 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.01 1.03

Figure 6.19: Experimental results

tions.

The results of our experiments provide evidence that our implementation of

option/c andaccept imposes no time overhead and a negligible 3% space over-

head on programs that do not use them. More importantly, the first four programs

demonstrate significant improvement in execution time while performing an ade-

quate amount of checking to detect bugs. In the last two programs, the performance

of option contracts is comparable to that of plain contracts. However, the option

contracts in the last two programs use spot checkers that give more than 90% con-

fidence that the checked property holds. Overall, our data suggests that an efficient

implementation of option contracts is plausible and that option contracts can help

reduce the overhead of contract checking.

6.6 Related Work

In this section we discuss results from the literature that are specifically related

to option contracts. One such line of research tackles the computational overhead

from checking precise contracts. Findler et al. [34] observe that traditional contract

systems check properties of a data structure as soon as computation tries to access

the data structure. As a result, contract checking may severely affect the complexity
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of a function that traverses a list; a contract on the list is checked every time the

traversal reaches a sub-list of the list. In response, Findler et al. suggest delaying

contract checking and enforcing contracts per individual elements of the list as

computation tries to access them. On a different direction but with a similar general

goal, Dimoulas et al. [23] propose the use of concurrent contract checking to reduce

the overhead of contracts in general. They put at work idle processors in multi-

core machines to check contracts while the main thread evaluates speculatively

the rest of the program. They prove that their system gives the same results as

sequential contract checking and show through benchmarks that programs with

heavy computationally contracts could benefit from their approach.

Another source of inspiration for option contracts is random testing [18]. There

is a vast literature on the effectiveness of random checkingand especially on how

random tests generated by and checked against complete or partial specifications,

like contracts, can boost the bug finding abilities of randomtesting [8, 11, 50,

51, 57]. Quickcheck [15, 16] is a popular tool that uses Haskell’s type system

to generate random inputs for functions and checks whether the functions meet

user-specified properties. Quickcheck has inspired similar tools in many other lan-

guages. Eiffel’s autotest [48] also creates random inputs based on the class hier-

archy of programs but uses contracts as test oracles. Our result shows that it is

feasible to make random testing part of a contract system without giving up com-

plete monitoring.

Finally, the algorithms community has contributed sophisticated ideas for prob-

abilistically checking expensive contracts with high assurance. For instance, spot-

checkers [2, 5, 14, 17, 28, 29] are algorithms that can exercise pre-conditions and

post-conditions of a function without affecting the asymptotic complexity of the

function. Option contracts provide the linguistic supportfor turning spot-checkers

into contracts.
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Related Work

7.1 Contracts

In general, this work extends the decades-old linguistic investigation of behavioral

software contracts. While Parnas [49] introduced contractsas early as 1972, they

became popular only via the design of the Eiffel programminglanguage and the

creation of a contract-oriented software engineering curriculum [46, 47]. Since

then contracts have been used both for extended static checking [4, 21] and run-

time monitoring of higher-order programs [32]. Currently, in one form or another,

contracts are part of many platforms [27, 36, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 53, 58, 59]. The

system of Findler and Felleisen [32], which has brought contracts into the world of

higher-order functional programming languages, is the onemost closely related to

our framework.

The work of Findler and Felleisen initiated a continuing andintense search

for the meaning of higher-order contracts. In turn researchin this direction in-

spired novel contract systems. Blume and McAllester [6] introducepicky con-

tract monitoring and explore a quotient model for higher-order contracts and use

it to prove properties of Findler and Felleisen’s higher-order contracts. Findler et

al. (2004, 2006) propose an alternative view, namely, “contracts as projections,”
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which relates contracts to Scott [60]’s denotation model oftypes. Gronski and

Flanagan [38] relate Findler and Felleisen’s higher-ordercontracts to type casts.

Their result motivates a type-oriented form of extended static checking [42], which

Greenberg et al. [37] consider a manifest form of contract. Xu et al. [72] use Blume

and McAllester’s ideas to develop static contract checkingfor Haskell using sym-

bolic evaluation. Hinze et al. [39] and Chitil et al. [12, 13] introduce contracts to

Haskell but end up with two different contract systems. The first performs eager

contract checking while the second is lazy. Both research efforts also construct an

algebra for contracts based on properties such as semantics-preserving contracts

erasure and idempotence. Degen et al. [19] compare eager andlazy contract check-

ing for lazy languages through a series of formal propertiesbut do not reach a

definitive conclusion.

7.2 Provenance and Syntactic Type Abstraction

Provenance is the information about the origin, context, and history of data. It plays

an important role for the correct and secure behavior of large software and hardware

systems [7, 61]. The study of provenance from a formal linguistic perspective is

still at an initial stage [1, 9, 10]. Our notion of ownership is a means of keeping

around some origin and context information about program values. Hence, it can

and should be viewed as a form of provenance. Also ownership can be used as

a basis for studying formal properties of this kind of provenance. However our

technique and its use to prove properties of contract systems is not related to any

provenance tracking technology.

Tracking information flow in a computer system is a specialized kind of prove-

nance. Secure information flow as pioneered by Denning [20] suggests the restric-

tion of flow of data in a computer system between agents that have the appropriate
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level of clearance. There are both software and hardware techniques for imposing

secure information flow. Our instrumentation of the dynamicsemantics resembles

techniques used for proving sound type systems that enforcesecure information

flow.

Zdancewic et al. [73] introduce (program) principals as a means to prove type

abstraction properties related to information flow with a syntactic proof technique.

In such a semantics, different principals “own” different components and exported

values carry the principal of their component of origin. Since the principals se-

mantics prevents reductions that involve values with different principals, a client

component is obliged to use a server’s functions on the server’s values. In short,

the semantics dynamically enforces a form of information hiding. It is now easy

to see how a principals semantics supports a syntactic soundness proof of type ab-

straction. If the interface between the server component and the client employs

abstract types and if the type system soundly enforces type abstraction, stuck states

become unreachable during computation.

While Zdancewic et al. directly inspire our single owner policy, our semantics

is unrelated to theirs and we apply the idea to define and provea novel property of

contract systems instead of type systems.
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Conclusion

The design of monitors for higher-order contracts raises theoretical problems of

practical importance. The biggest obstacle to tackle theseproblems was the lack of

a formal framework for validating the design of contract systems.

This dissertation presents complete monitoring, the first criterion for the correct

design of contract systems. In short, if a contract system isa complete monitor, it

manages to mediate all exchange of values between the components that contracts

protect and it provably assigns blame to the faulty component in case of contract

violations. Thus a complete monitor assures the programmerof two pragmatically

key properties for any contract system.

To exemplify the applicability and scalability of completemonitoring, we use

our framework in a series of scenarios. First, we employ complete monitors to

show that existing semantics for dependent contracts are flawed and to design a

new correct semantics. Second, we apply successfully our framework on the prob-

lem of safe inter-language component composition and the design of new contract

systems. Finally, as an extended case study for the usefulness of complete moni-

tors as a language design tool, we develop option contracts.These novel contracts

address the pressing problem of the significant overhead that contract checking of

precise properties adds to program execution. Specifically, option contracts allow
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the programmer to replace expensive full-fledged contract checking with cheaper

probabilistic and random tests in a controlled manner. In this setting, complete

monitoring helps balance the uncertainty of relaxing contract checking. We show

that our design of option contract is in fact a complete monitor and hence provides

strong guarantees to the programmer about blame assignmentand components pro-

tection.

As a final remark on the impact of this dissertation, its results have fundamen-

tally altered Racket and helped the evolution of its contractsystem [63, 65, 66].
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